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Part I - Introduction
Every year, thronghout the world, millions of 
industrial accidents occur. Som e of tliem are fatal and sone 
result in permanent, complete or partial disablement.
Though the great majority cause only temporary disablement, 
the result may last for several days to several months.
Ever;/ accident causes suffering not only to the victim, 
himself, but also to his family, and especially those 
accidents resulting in death or permanent disablement may 
have a catastrophic effect on family life. Moreover, all 
accidents waste time and money.
The world is paying heavily for accidents in terms 
of both human suffering and economic waste. The task of 
preventing accidents is therefore a vital and urgent one.
Today some countries, such as Jap tin and the 
United States, regularly report over 2 million occupation 
accidents a year and others, such as France, Germany and 
Italy, over a million.1 The high cost of industrial 
accidents is discussed in the following section.
International Labour Office, Accident Prevention, 
A Worker 1s Education Manual, 6th Edition, (Geneva : La
Tribune De Geneve, 1970)
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Cost of Accident in Hong Kong
In Kong Kong in 1970, the sum of $10,512,477 was paid 
out in compensation to workers killed and injured while at 
work. This amounts .however, is not the full "economic loss". 
(perhaps more apt words to use would he ”economic waste".)
It has been calculated that the true economic cost of 
industrial accidents could he as high as ten times and will 
certainly he five times the amount paid out by way of 
compensation. The additional costs or "hidden costs" are 
accounted for under such items as: damage to plant and
equipment, damage to raw materials, finished and semi-finished 
products, training replacement personnel, loss of production 
potential, upset of the industrial rhythm, particularly to 
those workers who stop -work to help for from curiosity or 
sympathy. the loss of useful t i me by company officials who 
are involved in assisting the injured, doctors, nurses, 
rehabilitation, and investigating the accident.'5'
Therefore, it is obvious that the amount paid in 
workmen’s compensation, medical expenses and material 
damage only represents a small portion of the actual loss.
Losses due to fire damage in Hong Kong amounted to
$25,000,000 in 1970, of which $15,000,000 resulted from three
2outbreaks of fire in industrial premises.
A. H. Carter, Director of Industrial Safety Training 
Centre, Industrial Safety. (Labour Department, Kong Kong 
Government, October 1971) pp. 5 
2 Ibid
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From the above statements, it is clear that industrial 
ac cidents have cost a great deal in terms of money, physical 
and spiritual pain, and time. Therefore, efforts spent on 
the promotion in industrial safety in a country are justified 
and are needed either from the moral point of view or the 
economic point of view.
The study is focused on three parts, namely the . 
roles played, by government, management, and other associations. 
This will he discussed in more detail in the sections on 
"Objective of the Study" and "Methodology".
Thus, the topic of industrial safety was of much 
interest to the writer, and he decided to make a study of 
the situation in Hong Kong to see what is being done and 
what improvements seem desirab1e.
Part II - Objective, Scope and Methodology of the Stuty 
Objective of the Study
The achievement of industrial safety of a country 
depends heavily on the efforts spent by the government, 
management, and other associations and organizations concerned, 
such as productivity centres and industrial associations.
Governments adopt safety laws and regulations to 
serve as guidelines for both the employers and the employees
4to operate in c ceeptakUle safe ways. Adequate and. well defined
safety laws and regulations will make such lay, s easy to
follow by the employer and t e employee and will facilitate
enforcement by, government.
Goon. end orcement off' the safety laws will make them
more of f ec ti ire and contravention of the laws Till be reduced.
Therefore it is he±7t of.. the Lovernulent to train and
maintain a team of of f°.icient and well qualified factory
inspection for the accomplishment of t is purpose.
To promote industrial safety and to *arouse awareness,
it is also the responsibility of government to provide the
necessary safety education a d training9 facilitates for
research testin, exhibitions, and to give help in the
formation of safety committees for management and. employees.
Though the role played by government is a.nCLispensab ie
in industrial safety, without the enthusiastic cooperation of
management, the task can hardly be accompli shecl. For exsample,
though legislation only sets tie minimum standards for
accident prevention, it is net the optimal goal. Governments
will only take the final step bar prosecuting those who
violate the safety rules when zpers- asion, safety promotion,
safety education caned training are not sufficient to inqlude
management or workers to observe the minimum safety stand yrt?
The major factor c ontri routing to the success of industrial
safety depends on the actual performance of the management
5which is actually facing the problem of accident prevention
and also because of the low initiative and conseiousnessof
the Hong Kong workers themselevesin the promotion of industrial
safety . Better achievementi safety can be made through the
favourable attitude of management and the implementationof
safety policy since the attitude of the directors and executives
within a companyis of great importance, as it sets the tone of
the factory and will filter down through all levels to the shop
floor . It is natural for people to look to those in senior
positions to set an example . If managementdoes not place
importanceon industrial safety , we can hardly expect the
worker to have much in terest . Besides , managementhas a moral
responsibilityto the people they employ .
Organizationssuch as the ProductivityCentre , the
Federation of Hong Kong Industries , safety equipment companies ,
the press , insurance companies, trade and labour associations,
voluntary organizations and vocational schools are grouped by
the writer under the categoryas the " other organizations" , and
he believed that these organizationsshould make significant
contributions, either directly or indirectly , to industrial
safety performance. For example , the Federationof Hong Kong
Industries may organize safety committees within each industry
so as to arouse the interest of its membersin industrial
safety . Insurance companies help by making inspectionsin
industrial undertakings and giving advice on safety engineering
to ensure that the industrial operationsare under a safe
environment .
6Insurance couijani es may aiso motivate factories to have better
safety performance by introducing incentive scheme such as
a no claim bonus. It is the writer's hypthesis that these
organizations shoui also have played a very important role
in the promotion o1 industrial satety in Hong Kong and it is
a task for the writer to find out their actual performance in
this field. This will be discussed in detail in a later chap ter.
because of tale above reasons, the objective for writing
this thesis is to make a surrey on the roles and actual
per orilances of these three sectors- governraent, management
and the other organizations. It is also the writer's 1te l pi on
to gather the opinions, expectations and di f iculties encountered
concerning industrial safety from these three sectors, such as
what management expects from government's assistance, government's
difficulties in betting cooperation from others in carrying
industrial safety campaigns, etc. The writer feels that it is
his responsibility to find out the problems and to see what
improvements can be made.
The writer will not go into the technical aras of
inclustrial safety. Basically, he intends to bring out a general
picture of the situation of industrial safety in Hon Tong and.
to find out how the problem is treated by the three sectors
mentioned above.
7Scope and Methodology of the Study
The me ihoas used, for this study have been library research,
intensive personal interviews and observations o The library
research was mainly for obtaaini statistical data, books,
journals and press releases concerning incur trial safety both
in Hone Kong any abroad. The libraries visited include the two
libraries in the Labour Department. (one of which is organized
specially for the industrial Safety Training Centre) productivity
Centre Library, The Technical. College Library, the Hong Kong
University Library and the Chinese University Libraries,
Informatio was also obtained through correspondence with
labour departments and productivity centres of other Asian
countries, such as Japan and Singapore. Personal interviews with
the director and officers of the industrial Safety Training Centre
of the Labour Department were held with a view to understand the
role played by the government, its functions and operations, and
its plan for future development.
Personal interviews were also made wi th personnel in
voluntary organizations, industrial trade associations and
appropriate commercial organizations to study their contributions.
These organizations were the Christian Industrial Committee, the
Federation of Hong Kong Industries and the Hong Kong Productivity
Centre. In the commercial sector, a leading insurance company
and a safety equipment company tiere visited to see how they
promote industries safety in making their sales.
8Impartial opinions were sought from a journalist of
a large local newspaper organization which has a special section
for labour activities.
In studying the role played by management and its
attitudes towards industrial safety, the writer did not intend
to cover a wide range of industries in Hong Kong. Because of
the limited time and resources, it was impossible to include
a large number of factories in the study. Besides, it was
difficult to get cooperation from many factories to arrange
for interviews with the management because of their commitments
of work or lack of interest in the topic, although a few firms
were highly cooperative. Only one firm was studied in each of
the selected industries.
The reasons for choosing depth personal interviews in
the survey by the writer are as follows:
(1) The study of the role played by the three
sectors, government, management, and other
organizxations covers a very wide area and the
questionnaire required for gathering data from
each sector would be very long and thus would
make the response rate low.
(2) The writer wanted to gather constructive and
critical suggestions as many as possible from
the three sectors and he belicved that by using
the depth personal interview, the respondents
would have more freedom and ease to express
their own opinions, especially when encouraged
by the interviewer.
9( 3) In making a oersonal interview, the interviewer
would be invited to visit the plant and thus
the writer would have a chance to observe the
real situation in the plant concerning industrial
safety.
( 4) The writer wished to discuss some of the problems
facing the implementation of industrial safety in
Hong Kong with the personnel of the three sectors
to see what improvements be made. For example,
the possibility of carrying out an incentive
scheme in a factory, and its difficulties.
The critoria for the selection of industries in the study
are listed below. The industries selected will meet at least
one of these criteria
( 1) The industry must have a large number of employee
(2) The industrial operations are necessarily hazardous.
The writer also paid special attention to those firms
which have organized a safety department in order to study their
functions and opertions, the ways in which they dealt with
authority and responsibility.
In conducting this survey, both large factories and
small factories were studied. A large factory is one which
employs more than 200 workers and a small one employs less than
this figure. Ten large factories and four small factories were
visited. Comparisons were made to see which kind of factories,
large or small, were more safety conscious and better equipped.
10
Among the ten large factories that were selected, the
industries included:-
(1) Ship building and repairing
(2)Plastic toy manufacturing
(3)Blectri torch manufacturing





(8)Bleaching and dying industry
(9)Light and power production
(10)Blectronic industry






Rensons for choosing the above industries are listed bolow:-
In the manufsturing fooxygen and other gascs, and the
generatingo felectricity,great care should be taken to avodi
fire, accidents and chemical explosions. In ship buiding and
repairing,the nature of the operation is quite dangerous, with
workers inovled in welding or working on high staging inside
11
the ship. Timber harndling and saving in the woodworking
i ndus {pry-, hc'ind s ing o dangerous chemicals and opera ions
of m c 'finery in the dying industry, of ten cause injuries,
workers ofen suffer from finishing and el electroplating
operations. Though work in the plastic toys, knitting, and
electric industries is lessarzardiys, they nonetheless
have laarrge employment in Hong kong
Part III-Statiscs of Industrial Axxidents in Hong Kong
Statistics on industrial and occupational accidents,
reportable under Peg- lation 17 of the .actor .es and ind stri
nclertaking 1: eg lati ons and Regulation. of J the 11orl-kinen' s
1Compensation Regulations, based. on reports from January 1st
to December 31st, 19/0 were as folioWs:--1
Of,
t:ie perso ns involved. in all reported accidents,
the number of fatalities was. 259 and number of non-fatal
injuries was 24,.351 thus making a total of 2, 610. Each
person involved was counted as one accident. A summary of
the number of reported accidents in the years 1962 and. 1970
is given below.--
In 1961, there were 9, 598 acci eats i,-I registered and
egis tel'ai3le 3rlau trial nCier4 k inf, s ,, resuLing i n 40deaths.
The accident rate for every 1,000 people employed in these
industrial unnder Lai:ingg's was 6.46% and the total accidont
rate was 0.067%.
1 Ibid
In 1970, 33,609 occupational accdents were recorded
by nurses and health off cals at Cached to the casualty depart--
ments of the four main hospitalks: namely, Queen Emlizabeth
Hospital, Queen Mary Hospital, Kowloon Hospital and Kwong Wah
Hospital. of those 24, 61C were serious enough to require more
than three clays sick leave. Those included` 59 fatalities,
among which, investigation revealed, 139 were d e to industrial
accidents-47% of those occurring in the construction industry.
A study of the causes for industrial accidents show
that .accidents resulting feom falls comrised the largeat
sing -le source of fatalities in Hong Kong, a total of 32 in
1970. Industrial accidents due to power driven machinery
causcd the greatest number of injuries, a total of 4,568-
6. of which proved fatal
In analyzing industrial accidents from each :industry,
the mania :ac -tur e of textiles accounted for 2,284 accidents,a cident s,
2 of which were f tal. Construction came next: 1,788 accidents
with 28 i'atzal. Mama acture of metal products had 1,339 with
2
fatal5
The large number of accidonts in the textilc industry
was d c to its large employment. Statistics in the Labour
Departmennt show that the inuillber of employees as of March,
1971 was 130 410 working in 2,684 establishments.
Ibid Industrial and Occupatinal injuries)y




As indicated in the table below (Table I-1), the
number of persons involved in industrial accidents increased
rapidly with time. The increase was largely due to the
development of industry in Hong Kong and the rapid growth
of employment. Most of the accidents were caused by
machinery, hot or corrosive substances, the stepping on, or
striking against objects and hand tools an the falls of
employees which resulted in injury. These sources account
for over 85 per cent of the accidents.
An injured workman, being preventcd form working
for three days after an industrial accidebt, is entitled
to a certain amout of compensation. The increase in
workmen's compensation indicates not only the rise in
industrial accidents, but moreover, the financial burden and
accountable monetaty loss as well.





1n astr4 and. Occuational Accidents. 19,419-1970
Industrial Workers
Person involved
Person in- In Registrable Accident Fatality
Year
Ratevolved Workplace Rate
,(44)1949 777 0 65,50510 (22
1950 601( 51 4.60439(23
269426 (21951 620( 50 4.50 0.2 6
1952 4.4542( 38 0.155128 (15
649( 58 0.1115.5058L (15)
1954 1,659( 89 10.60 0.1261,226 (15
155 2,961(98 14.301,683 (24) 0. 73
1956 504( 97) 15.90 0.2212 310 33
1957 1 ,731( 86 2 9166/ 5 19 14.10 0.121.E
1958 5,020( 99 15.50 0.19 42,806 (35
1959 14.50 0.1206,138 (100 0 3 1116 (26
1960 15.406,919 (122) 396241, 35 0.149
1961 4, 693 17278,919 (108 0.162
1962 80 19.109,115 (172 5,689 0.268
1963 17.0010,083 (165) 0.1726,0214 (61
619 5,426 (48943(167) 16.46 0.136
1965 14.32.5,161 30 0.08179,914 (146)
1966 3,088 156) 11.47 01,0884,532 (35)
1967 8, 723 (145) 11.19 0.055a49898 (24)
1968 9,241 (130) 10.49 0.0615,285 (311969 129294 184) 79070 12.97 0.040a
1970 24,610 (259) 16.46 0.069a9 1 561 (39
Number of death in brackke o
a Fia res or 1956-1970 include other occupy tionat1
accidents
1 Labour Department. Annual Departmeal Report,







Table I - 2











































Part IV - Means for Accident_Prevention
To promote safety performance and accident prevention 
is not a simple task. It involves many activities on the 
parts of various groups of people. Satisfactory safety 
performance can be achieved if all these activities on safety 
are carefully tailored and none of them are neglected. The 
various activities or means of accident prevention generally 
used to promote industrial safety as suggested by the Inter­
national Labour Office, Geneva, ma y  be classified as follows : 1
Law s and Regu1ations
Through legislation, government mandator!ly prescribes 
the minimum, standards concerning such matters as general work­
ing conditions; the design, construction, maintenance, inspection, 
testing and operation of industrial equipment, the duties of 
employers and workers; training; medical supervising; first 
aid and medical examinations.
Standardization
Government should lay down official standards concern­
ing industrial operations; for example, the safe construction 
of certain types of industrial equipment, safe and hygienic 
practices, or personal protective devices. Other organizations, 
such as trade associations, labour unions, and insurance
International Labour Office, Accident Prevention,
A Worker' s Manual, (Geneva:1 La Tribune D e Geneve, 1970), pp 4—5
-  16 -
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companies, should also aczo unofficial standards within the
industry to ensure safety and these standards should be detailed
wad specific concerning the industry.
Inspection
Inspection is one of the primary means to enforce the
law. A team of adequate and well--qualified inspectors and a
waeli-organized inspection system would make both the manage-
ment and the work_ker s follow the safety regulations and thus
reduce the accident rate.
Teclani cal research
Technical advancement helps much in accident
prevention. or exai ple, better-guarded machines, more
comfortable personnel safety clothes (ivhi ch the workers would
be more willing to wear), and better working conditions would
keep the injury rues down to a bare minimum. Technical
research includes such matters as investigation of the
properties and characteristics of harmful materials, study of
machine guards, testing of respiratory- masks investigation.
of methods for preventing gas and Lust explosions, study on
the improvement of production. methods that can eliminate all
dangerous factors, and ,search for the most suitable materials
and designs for rope hoi stiz and other hoisting equipment.
18
Material Research
This is to investigate on the physiologica and patho-
logical levels, effects of environmental and technological
factors, and the physical circumstances conducive to accidents.
Psychological Research
marl. Hanna' ord. had cone research to investigate the
readily assumed. relationship between the safety attitide of.
industrial i,7orkers and supervisors and acts al accident
experience on the job. The study showed that the majority of
accidents were directly by the unsafe performance- of worIcers,
due to psychological factors.l Therefore the investigation of
the psychological patterns conducive to accidents is also
impportant.
Statistical Research
Analyzed and processed statistical data can help
management ascertain what kind of accidents occur under what
conditions, and this would enable management to he well- in f orined
on all industrial accidents in the factory and determine what
precautions or improvements should be made. By using statis-
tical research government can spot out the target industries
and pay more attention to themm, w ether by ezwendment of law or
by more frequent.. inspection.
1 Earl S. Hannaford, "
The Significance of Salety.
Attitudes in dustrial Accident Prevention doctoral ",dissee-
tati on, School of Education, New York University, New York,
1957,. quoted by 11. H. W.Heinrich, Industrial Accident Prevention,
4 th, di ti on (Newwr York: McGraw-Hi 11, i9_159
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Education
Safety education is to develop safety-mindedness -
a vivid awareness of the importance of eliminating accidents
and creating mental alertness in terms of recognizing and
correcting conditions and practices that might lead to injury.1
This involves the teaching of safety as a subject in engineer-
ing colleges, trade schools and apprenticeship courses.
Training
Safetytraining is to develop the workers' skill in
the use of safe working techniques and practices.2 This
involves the practical instrution of workers, especially
new workers, in safety matters.
Persuasion
This is the employment of various methods of publicity
in an appeal to develop " safety-mindedness". Safety posters,
safety exhibitions, safety essay or poster competitions, and
other incentive schemes should be widely used.
1 Roland P.Blake, Industrial Safety, 3rd Edition,




Insurance companies can help promote safety in two
ways:firstly,the provision of fimaucial incentives to
promote accident prevention,(for instance, in the form of
premium reductions payable by factories where safety measures
are kept);and secondly,by the inspection of factory
conditions to determine if they are in keeping with safety
provisions written into the insurance contrants.
Finanically,the success of safety performance largely
depends on the safety measures within the individual under-
taking.It depends on the safety policy of the top management,
the execution by mid-level management, and most importantly,
the cooperation from the workers themselves.
In conclusion, it will be clear from this list that
accident prevention requires the cooperation of many kends of
people--legislators, statisticians.teachers.and of course,
the employers and workers themselves.
21
Chapter II
STUDY OF ROLE PLAYED BY GOVERNMENT (A)
Part I - Introduction
The Prevention of Industrial Accidents Recommendation
adopted by the International Labour Conference of 1929 contanec
a comprehensive statement of the principles that should govern
the safety activities of goverinmeat and public authorities.
A summary of the functions assigned to governments is given
below:-1
1. Legislation on industrial Safety
Government should prescribe legal measures required
to ensure adequate standards of safety. The legislation should
be reasonable and easily observable ccorcling to the local
situation
2. Enforcement of Laws and Regulations
Government should have a well-organized inspection
system of industrial undertakings and an adequate, well-
trained inspectorate to enforce the law.
1 International Labour Office, Accident Prevention,
A Worker's Education Mannal, 6th Edition( Geneva: La
Tribune De Geneve, 1970)
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3. Safetu Edicatopm amd Treomomg
Good safety attitude a person is easily developed
through safety education and training and., every person involved
in ind.u.strial activities should receive satiety education at
the earliest opportunity provided. Government has the respon-
sibility to offer safety education and training to both the
factory inspectorate and the, public, especially the employer
and the employee
4. Promotion on Safety
Government should awaken and maintain the interest of
accidents and. ensure their co-operation by means of lectures,
publications, films,' visits to industrial establishments, and.
by establishing or promoting the establishment of permmanent
safety exhibitions. Government can also issue handbooks onu
accident causation and prevention in particular industries or
branches of indstry, and in particular processess.
Therefore, to examine the role plaued by the Hong
Kong Government, based on the above recommendations, a study
was made of the Labour Department Headquarters in the Canton
Road Government Office Building. The author conducted in
depth interviews with Mr. A. H. Carter, Director of Industrial
Safety Training Centre and four safety training officers.
This industrial Safety Training Centre and our safety train-
ing officers. This Industrial Safety Training Centrre is the
23
major section in the Labour Department responsible for training
safety officers and labour inspectors, educating industrial
employees and technical sty dents, aclvising employers on
accident prevention, promoting safety conusness, and draft
In proposals on safety regulations for the Commissioner of
Labour
Part II-- The Present Inustrial Safrty Ligislation in Hong Kong
The Factories and Industrial Undertaking Ordinance and
Regulations, Chapter 59
The Present legal raquirements on industrial safety are
derivative prescriptions of the Factories and Industrial Under-
takings Ordinances and Regulations, Chapter 59. This Ord _r annc e
covers the mini iu. standards required in the areas of . health
sa ety, and welfare for the workers, the emT ioy iert o wohien,
young persons, an childern, and underground workers. A
of the contents of the Ordinance is gicen belowsummary oft e contents of the Ordinance is given belo .
Application of the Ordinance
Chi s Ordinance stipulates requirements to be complied
with by all industrial undert-00-in s and. re gistr le workplaces.
The types of industrial undertakings which have to be registerd
with the Commissioner of Labour (Later, re erred to as
registrable workplaces in the text 13 elo consist of--
(1) Any ac l ory,
any mine or quarry
l H. A. De Barros Borljo, The Laws Of Hong Kong
Revised Edition 1964 (Hong Kong: Government Printer, 1966)
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(3) any place in which a dangerous or 
scheduled trade is carried on.
It is an offence to operate a registrable workplace 
which has not been registered or provisionally registered.
Some of the provisions specifically apply to building 
and engineering construction sites whether or not the 
registration under the Ordinance is required. Such sites 
must have adequate means of escape in case of fire and 
adequate fire-fighting appliances.
Smoking and use of naked lights may be prohibited 
on such sites, if inflammable liquids or materials are used.
Health
Insofar health is concerned, the regulations include
the provisions for. cleanliness, overcrowding situation, 
ventilation, lighting, drainage of floors and sanitary 
accommodation.
Safety
This section deals with the fencing of machinery, 
fire prevention, the measures to be taken on dangerous 
practives and defects and the reporting of accidents and 
dangerous occurrences.
- 2 4 -
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Notification of Accidents and Dangerous Occurrences
Accidents corns ng the loss of life must be reported
within twenty --four hours to a Jac tort' Inspector and to the
nearest police station. Any accident preventing a worker
for twenty-four hours or from performing his ordinary
work must be reorted within forty-eight hours of its
occurrence to a Factory Inspector. The report may be made
orally by telephone or in person or in writing and must
state the name of any person injured, the extent of the
injury, and the circumstances in which the accident occurred
If the accident occurs in the circumstances giving rise to a
olaim for compensation under the Workmen's Compenstion
crdinance, a report must be made on the specified form.
Underground Work
Regarding underground work, no Women or young persons
are eligible for employment, either in any mine or qyarry or
In any industrial undertaking involving a tunnelling operation.
Uner the provision for medical examination, no person
may begin to work underground in an industrial undertaking
unless, within the month proceeding work, he has been examined
by a medical practitioner engaged by the proprietor and the
Senior Industrial Health officer has issucd a certificate that
he is fit to work undergronnd.
26
Welfare
An adequate supply of drinking water from ejther a
pubkic main or a source approced in writing by a Health
Cfficer must be provided and maintained at suitable points
conveniently accessible to all persons. Sufficient and
appropriate washing facilities,sepparate for eacb sex, must
be provided.
First aid is included in the section of welfare.
Under the Factories and Industrial Undertakings(First
Aid in Registrable Workplaces) Regulations 1968, a
proprietor must provide at least one first aid box or
cupboard containing a specified list of first aid requisites
for every 100 workers employed
Protection for the Employment of Women, Young Persons, and
Children
Any woman or young person who works in an industrial
process in an industrial undertaking, whether for wages or
hot,is deemed to be employed in the undertaking and is
therefore subjected th the regulations governing the employ-
ment of women and young persons.
No child under the age of 14 years by European
reckoning is allowed to be employed in any industrial
undertaking or dangerous trade.
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No woman or young person should be ordered to carry
any load in an industrial undertaking so heavy as to be
likely to cause injury. Young persons under 16 years of age
must not carry loads in excess of 30 catties (40 pounds).
Inspection
Authorized officers of the Labour Department have
the power to inspect every part of an industrial undertaking
by day or by night. They may require the production of
registers and other documents which have to be kept under
the Factories and Industrial Undertakings Ordinance. They
may examine any person as they think fit and may require
him or her to sign a declaration of the truth of matters
about which he or she is examined. They may seize anything
which appears to be evidence of an offence.
Power to Take Sample
A Factory Inspection is empowered to take for
analysis samples of any material which he considers likely
to cause bodily injury to any worker. The inspector must
first inform the proprietor or, in his absence, some
responsible person of his intention and must, if requested,
divide the sample up into three parts, one for analysis
by the Government Chemist, one retention by the
proprietor or his representative, and one for future
comparison. It is an offence to disclose the result of
analysis of any sample taken for this purpose except in
the course of subsequent court proceedings.
Offences and Penalties
rue proprietor ox any registrable workplace which 
is not duly registered in accordance with the Ordinance 
guilty of an offence and shall he liable to a fine of i 
thousand dollars.
Any person who fails to comply with any order made 
fry the Commissioner of Labour shall he guilty of an offence 
and shall be liable to a fine of five thousand dollars#
Continuin g Offences
Any person guilty of an offence against the 
Ordinance snail he liable to a fine of five thousand dollars 
for every day during the whole or any part of which such 
01fence is knowingly and wilfully continued.
Liability of Proprietor
The proprietor of every industrial undertaking in 
or in respect of which any offence against this Ordinance 
has been committed shall be guilty of a like offence, and 
shall be liable to the penalty prescribed for such offence.
It shall not be the defence to a prosection ox an 
offence against the Ordinance that the offence was committed
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withiout his knowledge or consent or that the actual offender
h a s
 not been convicted of the offence.
Liability of Partners
Where the person convicted of an offence against the 
Ordinance is a company, the chairman and every director and 
every officer concerned in the management of the company 
shall he guilty of the like offence unless lie proves that 
the act or omission constituting the offence occurred without 
his knowledge or consent, and shall each he liable to a fine 
of five thousand dollars.
Part III ~ Industrial Safety Legislation in U.S.A.
For comparison purpose, the legislation on industrial 
safety of U ,S ,A , is studded. On December 29, 1970 President 
Nixon signed into law the compromise Occupational Safety and 
Health Act, The following is a summary of the major provisions,1
^gBD.ational Safety.and Health Act , _ .
{1) Purpose
" To assure as far as possible every working
man and woman in the nation safe and 
healthful working conditions"
(2) Coverage
The act is applicable to all businesses 
engaged in interstate commerce except 
for the mining and railroad industries, 
which are covered by other laws.
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ye(3)Eimploi er Dutios
Each employer " shat I furnish to each o. his
employees employment and a place of employment
which are free from recognized hazards that
are causing, or are Likely to cause, death or
serious physical I'larm. to his: employees 0'
He shall comply with the occupational safety
and health standards and all rules pursuant
to the act, except where an approved state
plan is in effect,
yroilau ati of Stancia's
The Secretary of Labour haS the full authority
to promulgate any national occupational safety
or health consensus stain arch or any es-tablished
federal standard. A national consensus standard
requires, among other things, that the standard
has been adopted. by a nationally recognized
standard-producing organization ender procedure
that afforded opportunity for diverse views to
be consicdered and that interested and. affec.ted
persons have reached substantial caig-reemexit.
The Secretary has the authority to promulgate,
mods oy, or rev-01e any occupational safety or
health standard. using into .mal hearing proce-
dures- of the Administrative Procedure Act
)
Inspection and invest-ig.-ittions are to be made
by the Secretary of Labour or 'the Secretary
of pealth, Education, all I elfare Subjected
to regulations by the Secretary of Labour,
both employer and. employee represents gives
have t rie right to accompany- an inspector
during his physical examination of the plant.
Employees may request -).I inspection if they
believe that an alleged. violation threw tens
physical harm, or that an iiminent c .anger
exists. Such inspections may be denied-
where t -'a Secretary determines that no
reasonable ground exist.
1
National Safety Council, National Safety News,
February 1971. issue, The Occupational. Safety and' ealth
( vAct of 97Otp, Chicago:' Nal+ionai Safety COuncil)
(5) Inspection and Investigation
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(6) Enforcement
If the Secretary issues a citation for
violation, he must notify the employer by
certified mail of the penalty. If the
employer notifies the Secretary that he
intends to contest a citation or proposed
assessment of penalty, the Secretary must
immediately advise the Occupational Safety
and Health Review Commission. The Commission
consisiting of three Presidential appointees,
(after the opportunity for a hearing,)shall
adjudicate the dispute. The commission's
orders become final 15 days after issuance
unless stayed by court order. Uncontested
citations shall be deemed to be the final
order of the commission and shall not be
subjected to jadicial review
(7) Judicial Review
Any "person",which include corporations or
the Secretary, adversely affected or aggrieved
by an order ox the commission may obtain a
review of such order in a U.S.court of Appeals,
if sought within 60 days of the order's issuance
The proceeding will not operate as a stay of the
commission's order unless so directed by the
court.
(8) Variances
Employers may obtain variances from a standard
for one year periods, renewable to maximum of
three years, on a showing of inabilities to
meet standards because of unavailability of
personnel or equipment of time to construct
or alter facilities. However, the employer
Hust also have a program for achieving compliance




A plant or location can be shut down because
of"imminent danger"pnly by a court order.
"Imminent danger is defined as a condition or
practice involving a danger that could reason-
ably be expected tocause death or serious
physical harm immediately or before the
imminence of such danger can be eliminatod




Civil penalties are provided up to US$1,000
for each violation where they are not of a
serious Harare,. such penalty is discretionary
and for each day in which a final order is
violated. A penalty of up to US$10,000 is
provided f or each willful or repeated. violation
of employer duties e Criminal Penalties are set
for willful violations resulting in death
(11) Records Reauiremei
teach employer will be required to maintain and
r .apse available suclh records as the Secretary
in cooperation with the Secretary of Health
Education, a1dd Welfare (HEW), may prescribe
as appropriate for the enforcement of the act
for developing information regarding, the
causes and prevention of occu Pa tional accidents
and illnesses. Such rules may include
pi ovisions r egiuiring employers to conduct
periodic inspections (but not to determine ors
report t Heir own state of compliance).
(12) NN1af1ional Institute for .Occ pabionl I Safety
and Kealth
A national inns ti tui e is created within the
Department of HOW, and it is authorized among
other things, ato develop and. establish
recommended safety and health standards."
(13) National Advisory Committee on Occupational
Safety and HcaIth
The Secretary of Labour and the Secretary of
HEW must appoint such committee consisting
of 12 members -- four of whom are to be
designated by the Secretary of HEllf -- and
composed of representatives of management,
labour, occupational health professionIs,
and the public. The com Littee is to advise,
c onsu i t with, and ina .e recommendations to
both secretaries on matters relating to
administration of this act.
(14) Research
The act provides s or research by HEW relating
to occupational safety and health. The scope
includes ps3Tchholo ai.ca factors involved,
criteria, dealing with toxic materials and
harmful physical agents, and effects of low-
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level expo3i re to materials and processes
on the Potential for illness. At least
annually, ITUNT shall pulish a list of all
known toxic sabstances and the concentrations
at which such toxicity is know to occur.
(15) Training
The Secretary of HEW is to conduct, directly
or by L Cants or contracts:education programs
to provide an adequate. supply of qualified
personnel to carry out the purposes of the act
informational programs on the importance of
and proper use of safety and health equipment,
The secretary of Labour is lbo provide for the
establishment and supervision Of programs
for the education and training of employers
and employees with respect to effective means
of preventinng, occu ational injuries an
illnesses,
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part IV- The Comparative Study of the Safety Legislation
Between Hong Kong and U.S.A.
After study of the safety legislation of two
countries,the writer has found that the purpose, coverage
and application, and employer duties of the two countries
are quite similar. However, there are some difference and
some of them may serve as a guide line for the improvement
in legislations for Hong Hong:
The U.S. has done much on the promulgation of
standards and is still making.great effort towards their
improvements. In Hong Kong, the safety standards are
relatively general-ones. The more specific ones are those
concerning boilers and!:pressure receivers, clean air,
rediationland industrial operations in mines and quarries.
Accident Records Requirement
The Hong Kong Factories and Industrial Undertakings
does not lay down requirements on accident record keeping
in individual factory though the causes for an accident are
reported to the Labour Department in dealing with workmen's
compensation.' Therefore the upkeeping of record in Hong
Kong is voluntary.
In U.S.A.,the, employer is required by law to
keep records on information regarding the causes and
prevention of occupational accidents and illnesses.
Research and Training
In HongfKong, though government has provided
facilities in research and training in relation to safety,
they are not included in the Ordinance. In U.S.Occupational
Safety and Health Act, there are provisions that cover
research and training. This might indicate that the U.S.
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is paying more attention to these areas.
National Advisory Committee on Industrial Safety
In U.S.A., it is required by the Act to form an
advisory committee consisting members from representatives
of government, management, labour, industrial safety
professions and the public to give advice on the
admini s trati on of ,the Act.
Though there is such kind of committee in Hong Kong,
the formation if not a legal requirement. It is established
only on a voluntary basis.
Part V- Conclusions
(1) The law should.make provision for the
establishment of a government standard committee that
should comprise full time technical experts. Most of the
members of the piese.nt safety committees, consisting of
the technical talents both..from government and the
industrial sector, are working for the committee on part-
time,basis.. They have their own major responsibilities.
Some .of them are labour officers, industrial medical
officers and they have their own administrative duties.
Some of them are nominated by the Hong Kong Federation of
Industries or by the Hong Kong Productivity Council.
These people are usually managing directors.of some
industrial undertakings and it is impossible for them to
devote full fime service to the standard committee. The
improvement of safety standard has accordingly been s A ow
in progress. If some technical oeple were specially paid
to do the job,, the situation would be different.
(2) There should be special regulations for
different industries. One example is that a special safety
ordinance in ship building and ship repairing industry
should be enacted, to. indicate the specific requirements
such as the minimum width for the staging, the minimum
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safety training for the worker and the employment of the
certified safety officer.
(3) Provision should also be made to compel the
employer to keep records on industrial accidents. This
section on one hand will develop.management consciousness
on safety and with the information in these records, the
Labour Department can pinpoint on the other more easily
the weakness in accident prevention in a particular
factory.
Notwithstanding the fact that some improvements
needed be made in some areas of industrial safety, the
safety legislation on the whole is up to international
standard. The safety codes suggested by the International
Labour Office, the Occupational. Safety and Health Act of
U.S.A., and the Factory Law of the united Kingdom might
serve as a guide for the future improvements of safety
standards in Hong Kong. The standards set by National
Safety Council, U.S.A. is a very comprehensive one and it
can serve as a guideline for the establishment of safety
standards for various industries in Hong Kong.
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Chapter III
STUDY OF THE ROLE PLAYED BY GOVERNMENT( B)
Part I Introduction.
In this chapter , the first part will deal with
the industrial safety education and training provided
by government. This part will include the purpose of
the safety training offered by government, and the
subjects covered by the safety courses . Then a survey
will be made to study the work done by governmento
safety education and training .
A survey will be made on the situationof safety
educationand trainingin U . S . A . , and Singaporeto serve
as basis for comparison.
Promotional programmes on industrial safety used by
the Hong Kong Governmentwill be discussedin part three .
Hong Kong ' s situation with regard to enforcementof the
law is discussedin partfour . This will include the
inspection of factories and prosecutionsfor breaches of
safety regulations. Finally , the writer ' s opinion will be
given in the conclusion. .
Most accidents involve unsafe acts and unsaf e
conditions- - - both the result of human failure . When
tools and . equipmentare used improperly, such unsafe
acts become major cuases of accidents . Accident statistics
have shown that a high proportionof all accidentsoccur to
people who are new to their jobs and have not yet
developedsafe working habits . 1
1 International Labour Office Accident Prevention ,
A Workers' EducationManual, 6 th Edition, ( Geneve, La .
TribuneD , Geneve, 1970 ) , P . 113
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Very often accidents occur because the worker was
not aware that there was a .risk in the operation. In.
other circumstances, the worker might know that there was
a danger in the operation but did not know how to avoid
it or thought that this, danger would not bring injury to
him. In some cases he was aware of the danger but still
stried it in order to show off his bravery. These are
the kinds of accident which proper training can help.to
eliminate. Training for safe working is no different from
training for efficient working. They are both indispensable.
Part 2+ Industrial, Saf ety Education and Training Provided.
b government
1.
In studying the industrial safety training and
education provided by government in Hong Kong, an intensive
interview was lade with Mr. A. H. Carter, Director of The
Industrial Safety Training Centre, Labour Department, who
kindly provided the following information about the
historical background and present condition of industrial
safety training and education in Hong Kong. Because of the
position held by Mr. A. H. Carter, the writer felt that the
information provided by him is of great importance. The
following is a summary of the information gathered during
the interview.
Industrial safety training and education is a
recent innovation in Hong Kong although it has a fairly
long history in well-developed countries. In most overseas
countries this training and education is organised by
voluntary safety organizations, with Factory Inspectors
a guest lecturers. In England for example, the British
Safety Council, the Royal Society for the Prevention of
Accidents and the Institution of Industrial Safety Officers
all run industrial safety courses covering various
I bid P. 37
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disciplines, some being of a general nature, whilst
others cover specialized subjects.
The recent establishment in England of various
Industry gaining Boards, created under the provisions of
the Industrial Training Act, places great importance to
safety training in all occupational training courses. As
a result, all courses contain safety. training as an
integral part of the job training course,
In Hong Kong, industrial skill training is still
in its developing stage. There are only a limited number
established systems of formal apprenticeship or operative
training programs, in eaistance.
Training for the Factory Inspectorate
The Labour Department of the Hong Kong Uovernment
appointed its first industrial Safety Training Officer in
1956 and charged him with the training of Factory Inspectors
and preparing industrial safety legislation. At that time,
there was no training provided for employees in industrial
undertakings.1
In 1959 the Industrial Safety Training Centre was
established. The centre in its early days was concerned
only with the training of Factory Inspectors. In 19b1,
Mr. F. R. Philips, an ex-Factory Inspector from the
United Kingdom, was appointed Industrial Safety Training
Officer and he introduced a more formal system of training.
The present training course for newly appointed
Assistant Factory Inspectors lasts for one year. The
Trainee spends nine weeks at.the Hong Kong Technical
I Industrial Safety Training Centre, Labour Department,
Hong Kong Government, Department-Records.
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College where he is taught the basic principles of..
Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, Building Construction
and Textiles. This is followed by sixteen weeks at the
Industrial Safety Training Centre where he is taught the
techniques of factory inspection and accident prevention.
The syllabus covers general working environment,
safety and health in industry, principles of machine
guarding, manual and mechanical lifting and handling, toxic
materials, hazards, the safe use of electricity, lighting,
ventilation, safe layout of plant and equipment, industrial
housekeeping, boilers and pressure vessels, the provision
and use of protective devices and safety equipment.
one week is spent at the Fire Prevention Bureau's
training school studying the basic techniques of fire
prevention. Lectures are given on law and legal procedure
by a crown counsel. This is to .enable the Factory
Inspector to acts as a Public Prosecutor in the courts,
when legal action is being taken for contraventions of
the provisions of the Factory and Industrial Undertakings
Ordinance and subsidiary Regulations. This part of the
training lasts in total twenty-six weeks and includes
training visits to factories and industrial undertakings.
The Centre also provides a six-week training course
for Labour Inspectors whose duties differ widely from
those of a Factory Inspector. The syllabus for this course
provides for legal lectures, inspection techniques in
respect of working hours for women and young persons,
holidays with pay and sickness allowances. Lectures are
also given to enable the Labour Inspector to obtain a
basic knowledge of various industries, processes, hazards
and industrial health measures.
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Industrial Safety Courses Offered by Government
Industrial safety. courses offered by the Industrial
Safety Training ,Centre, Labour Department, Hong Kong
Government are listed below:-
The courses are divided into two parts, a basic
safety course and an advanced course on industrial safety.
The Basic Industrial Safety Course consists of
nineteen lectures on different subjects. The safety
subjects are as follows:-
1. Introduction to the course which includes
a) Subject outline of the course
b) Origin of the safety movement
c) The Safety movement to-day
d) Objective of safety training
2. The Factory and the haw
3. Industrial Accidents
4. Manual Lifting and Handling
5. Housekeeping
6. Falls of Persons, Objects and:.Mdterials





11. Fire Prevention in. industry
12. Chemical Hazards
13. Protective Clothing and Devices
14. Boilers and Pressure Receivers
15. Cranes and Lifting Gear
16. Compressed Gases
17. Working in confined spaces and "Permit-to-work"
systems
18. Accident Prevention
19. The employers and employees contribution to
industrial safety
Advanced Course, on Industrial Safety consists of
the following subjects:-
1. The-Causes of Accidents
2. The Factories and Industrial Undertakings
Ordinances and Regulations and related legislation
affecting factories
3. Safe Means of Access
4. Lighting and Ventilation
5, Manual and Mechanical Handling.
6. Hoists, Lifts, Cranes and Lifting Gear
7. Machinery. Hazards
8. The Safe Use of Electricity in Industry
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9. Prevention of Fires and Explosions in Industry
10. Chemical Hazards
11. Diseases in Industry
12. Radiation Hazards in Industry
13. Personal Protective Equipment
14, Accident Investigation and Prevention
l5. Visits to.. Indus tri al Safety Training Centre
Eac.h v. of the above, subjects lasts from two to three
hours and,the courses are presented by qualified industrial
safety training officers who were formerly factory inspectors
and have good, experience in. industrial safety. Presently
one of the Safety Training offiers holds a Master's
Degree in Industrial Safety from London University.1 All
lectures are supplemented by visual aids, including
industrial safety films.
All the' c ours es offered by the Training Centre are
free of charge and free lecture notes are issued to each
student. In other countries, government or other public
institutions providing industrial safety training charge
a certain amount of fees. This will be: diso.ussed more
fully in the latter part of this chapter.
Part 3 - A Survey-on Work-Done by Government on Industrial
Safety Education and Training
Safety Education of Technical Schools
The first intergrated safety education was given
at the Hong Kong Technical College, Rung: som, in the period
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from March 4, 1968 to June 27, 1968. A series of safety
lectures were given to various classes by industrial safety
training officers during the semesters. The students
attending these safety courses are those majoring in
textiles, dying, electrical and mechanical engineering, and
navigation. The.courses included both the Basic Industrial
Safety Course and Advance Industrial Safety Course.
These courses are to be repeated every year. Then the
safety courses were included in the Department of Commerce.
and Management for.the purpose of training industrial
supervisors. Later on, in August, 1969, these safety
courses were extended to the Aberdeen Technical School.
Presently, safety education courses provided by
Hong Kong Labour Department are given in eight technical
schools:-
Hong Kong Technical College, Hung Hom
Aberdeen Technical School
Kei Heap Secondary Modern School, Fanling, N.T.
Morrison Fill Technical Institute
Fish Marketing Organization Secondary Practical
School, Aberdeen
Cartias Practical Evening School
Bishop Bianchi College
Safety Education for Vocational Training Centres
Basic Industrial Safety Courses were given to
vocational training centres. The course usually comprise
fifteen, lectures. The Kwun Tong Vocational Training Centre
is the first one to open safety courses in cooperation with
government and, was.. started in September 1967.
At present, there are eleven vocational training
centres providing these free safety lectures offered by
Labour Department. They are:-
Kimn Tong Vocational Training Centre
The Practical Training Centre of the Churches
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Morrison Hill Technical Institute
Fish Marketing Organization Secondary Practical
School, Aberdeen
Caritas Practical. Evening School
Bishop Bianchi College
Safety Education for Vocational Training Centres
Basin Industrial. Safety Courses were given to
vocational training centres. The course usually comprise
fifteen lectures. The Kwun. Tong Vocational Training
Centre is the first one to open safety course in
cooperation with government and was started in September,
1967.
At present, there are.eleven vocational training
centres providing these free safety lectures offered by
Labour Department. They are:-
Kwun Tong Vocational Training Centre
The Practical Training Centre of the Churches
Tsuen Wan Vocational Training Centre
The Holy Carpenter Practical Training Centre
St. James Settlement
St. Godfrey Vocational Training Centre, Aberdeen
Caritas Vocational Training Centre
The World's Rehabilitation Fund Day Centre
Caritas Social Centre, St. Teresa's Settlement,
Kowloon
Caritas Practical Evening School, Caine Road
Hong Kong
St. Joseph Pre-Vocational School
Safety Education for Correctional Institutions
Safety education is not limited for the students
in technical. schools and vocational training centres, it is
also extended to juvenile deliquents. Four of these
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institutions are receiving safety education courses
comprising twelve lectures . These correctional
institutionsare : -
Castle Peak Boy ' s Home
Iwun Tong Probation Hostel
The BegoniaRoad Boy ' s Home
O Pui Shan Boy ' s home
Safety Course for Industries ( Training Within Industries )
The Industrial Safety Training Centre sends out
Training Officers to give in - plant lectures on Basic
Industrial Safety Course and Advanced Industrial bafety
Course on different Industries when requested . The first
safety course was given to personnelof the Taikoo
Dockyard and EngineeringCompany between April 1 and
May 23 , 1968 and certificateswere issued to the thirty -
seven graduates. Up to April 1972 , over 1 , 000 supervisory
staff from different - industries have completed these safety
courses , and about 100 have . completedthe Advance bafety
Course,
The . factories. that sent personnelto attend the
coursesare listed below : -
bhip building and repairing industry : -
Taikoo Dockyard and . engineeringCompany
Hong Kong and WhampoaDock Co . Ltd .
Island ` Navigation Corporation
Textile Industry
Last Asia Textile Mills
South sea TextileMfg . Co .
Wyler - Textiles
Phoenix Textiles Ltd .
Oceanic Cotton
Woodwardiextile Mfg . Co . Ltd .
Nam Fung TextilesLtd ,
Pao ilsing Cotton mill Ltd .
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anyang Cotton 1i 11 Ltd.
Central Iextile (H.K.) Ltd.
Hong Kong Spinners Ltd.
Tai Ling Cotton miIl Ltd.
Plastic Industry
Hong Kong Industries Co. Ltd.
Tonnish Plastic Factory
Public Utility Industry
China Light and Power Co. Ltd.
Cold Storage Industry
Dairy Farm Ice and Cold Storage Co. Ltd.
Electronic Industry
Oak, Llectro/Netics Corporation .(H.K.) Ltd.
Precision Engineering Industry
W. Haking Industries (Machanic & Optics) Ltd.
Bleaching & Dying Industry
South China Bleaching Dying
Metal Industry
Dietz R. E. Co. Ltd.
Short Safety Courses on Specialized Subjects
The Labour Department has prepared some specialized
subjects to answer the needs for more technical information
for different industries on request.
Five half-day. sessions on Safe Operation of Fork
Lift Trucks were given for members of Civil Aid Services
in 1968. These courses-could be provided when required.
In March 1970, a seminar on Industrial Safety for
Metalwork Factories was held at R. E. Dietz Co. Ltd.
Aberdeen. This seminar was organized by the R. E. Dietz
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Co. Ltd. and it invited Safety Officers to give lectures
to lead discussions with the hope that the seminar would
arouse interestin safety in the metal work industry.
In dune 1971, a three hour talk was given to the
supervisors in Taikoo Dockyard on safety precaustions in
staging and rigging in the ship-building and ship-
repairing industries.
Presently, a four day course is given on safety
in Power Press Operations. This course is held at the
Industrial Safety Training Centre and all factories are
invited to sent representatives.
Another specialist course offered repeatedly is
Manual Lifting and Handling. This course has received
the greatest.poparlarity since its commencement in August,
1971. This is a two and a half day course.
In the short peri od from August 1971 to April
1972, twelve. courses have been held and over 250
representatives from different factories have attended.
Because of the limited number of lecturers and
.demonstrators and the size of the lecture rooms, only
personnel nominated.by management are accepted, and these
applicants have to wait for vacanies for a period of 4 to
6 months.
The reason for the popularity of this course is
that the, attendant feels that the course is very practical
and can be easily applied to his daily work. In the past,
many people got injured because of the wrong method used
in manual lifting and handling. They neglected safety
precautionu got hurt without knowing the reason why.
Now, after some supervisors attended the first lecture
on this topic, they have found it to be very useful and.
they could give instructions to their fellow workers in
their own factories. After some word of month advertising
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by these attendants, many workers and supervisors felt
the need to acquire the safety knowledge on this topic.1
Safe Operati on of wood-working machinery is also
given as a specialist course and was begun in November,
1971. It is a one and a half day course.
Table II-1 indicates the number of persons who
attended either the basic course or the advanced course
on safety. In 1970, a total of 950 persons attended the
courses and 787 of the total came from the industrial
sector. The training of government servants only accounted
for 163.
1 Personal interview with an attendant on the
Manual Lifting and Handling Safety Course at the Industrial




Number and Type of Safety Courses
Completed and Number Attending
No. of Courses No. of PersonsType of Course
Completed Attended
1969. 1970 1971 1969 1970 1971
Basic Course for
Industrial Supervisory 15 11 11 463 270 237
Staff
Advanced Course for
Industrial Supervisory 1 283 3 52 51
Staff
Basic Course for
Workshop Instructors 4 2 8 124 22751
Advanced Course for.
Workshop Instructors 43 89 109
Specialist Courses 14 263
Basic Course-for
9Goverment Supervisory 45 126 13898
Staff/Apprentice
Course for Assistant
Factory Inspector 1 2 1 10 14 10
Course for Labour
Inspector 1 1 15 15
Total 26 4631 602738 950
Source: Departmental Record, Industrial Safety Training
Centre, Labour Department, Hon Koni
l Not including courses given to technical and
vocational school
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Part 4- Industrial Safety Training in Singapore
In studying industrial' safety education and
training in Singapore, which the'writer uses for comparison,
a letter was sent, to the Ministry of Labour of Singapore to
request the pertinent information. Through the kind
cooperation of the permanent Secretary, Ministry of Labour,
the writer received a brief but important summary of the
.role played by Singapore Government in the area of
industrial safety. Some handbooks concerning industrial
safety and labour law were also received.
The situation of industrial safety education and
training in. Singapore is as follows:-
Safety Training and Education as Provided by Government-
The' Supervisory Training Section in the Itiini stry
of Labour conducts 20-hour job, Safety Courses for
Supervisors. Job Safety Institute Courses are also provided
for trainers who, when they qualify, in turn conduct job
safety courses for others,
An institution which provides job safety training
is the National. Productivity Centre, which organizes a
2j hour Industrial Safety appreciation programme for safety
officers.
The number of course part cpants in 1970/71
Type of Course No. of Participants 1970/71
a) Job Safety Course
for Supervisors 334








Part 5- Industrial Safe Training in the U.S.A.
Safety education and training in the U.S.A. has a
long history and is now well established. The National
Safety Council, National Safety Training ,institute, which
provides training for the safety professional, will
complete its 26th year in 1972. With the passage of the
Occupational-Safety and Health Act of 1970 (OSHA), which
covers approximately 4 million establishments and 6d
million workers, the demand for safety professionals has
increased greatly becuase of the legal obligations on
1the part of management.
The courses offered by the- Institute are:-
1) Fundamentals of Occupational 'Saf ety
2) Safety Training Methods
3) Management Techniques
4) Fundamentals, of Accident Prevention in Public
Utilities
5) Systems -Techniques :for Safety
6.) Industrial Hygiene_
7) Industrial Noise.
8) Advanced Motor Fleet. Safety Supervision
9) Safety in Chemical Operations
10) Industrial Audiometric Testing
11) Fundamentals of Hospital Safety
These courses cover a very wide scope in the field
of industrial safety. Many of them can serve as models
for the expansion of industrial safety training in
Hong Kong and. the writer will elaborate more on this in
the latter part of this chapter.
Starting from 1971, an Advanced Safety Certificate
will be granted to students who have completed three
1 National Safety Council, U.S.A. National Safey
News, September, 1971, Training Institute's 1972 Schedule
(A National Safety Council Publication)
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courses, namely, Fundamentals of Occupational Safety,
Safety Training Methods, and Management Techniques.
Besides, every qualified professional must take an
examination. The completion of the Safety Training
Institute courses will be of assistance in preparing for
this examinati on.
Part 6 - Safety Promotional Programmes by Hong Kong
Government
To promote safety awareness, the Labour Department
organizes exhibitions, safety talks and safety committees.
It also supplies safety posters, notes, pamphlets and
booklets to factories and technical and vocational schools.
It also organizes film shows in factories.
Safety Talks and Seminars
Safety Talks on specialized subjects are given to
both government institutions and commercial institutes.
Within the years 1970 and 1971, separate safety talks have
been given to:-
(1) the staff of the Waterworks
(2) Supervisory staff of Taikoo Dockyard and
Engineering Co. of H.K. Ltd.
(3) Student Health Visitors, Tang Shiu Kin
Hospital
(4). Students at Kwai Hsing College, Kwai Chung,
N. T.
(5) Students of Personnel k anagement, Extra-Mural
Studies, the University of Hong Kong.
(6) Members of Hong Kong Management Association
(7) Members of Hong Kong Productivity Centre
(8) Course for Technical Teachers and Workshop
Instructors
(9) Supervisory Training Courses run by Hong Kong
Aircraft Engineering Co. (HAECO) in conjunction
with Hong Kong Productivity Centre.
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There was also a half-day seminar entitled The
Human Factor in, Industrial Safety that was sponsored
jointly by 'the Metalware Group of the Federation of
Hong Kong Industries and the Industrial Safety Training
Centre. The event proved popular and is to be repeated.
Exhibitions on Safety Promotion
The first exhibition on'the promotion of industrial
safety was a display of personal protective equipment by
the Industrial Safety Training Centre. The exhibition was
held from May 5 to May 11, 1969 at the Ocean Terminal, it
was sponsored by the Hong Kong Council of Social Service.
In 1970,., five exhibitions on the promotion of
industrial safety were completed. Agents and local
manufactures of industrial protective equipment and the
Industrial .Safety TrainingCentre of Labour Department
organized a display of a_wide range of protective
equipment. This-venture was considered to be quite
successful, for it has aroused the interest of many
industrial supervisors and workers in the use of safety.
equipment. The agents. and local manufacturers, after the.
industrial safety equipment exhibition, received many sales
enquiries from different industrial undertakings.
One of these exhibitions was held at Hong Kong
Oxygen and Acetylene Company, which is a leading personal
protective equipment sales agent, and this exhibition was
also participated in by the Fire Services Department,
which demonstrated the uses, of different fire prevention
and fire fighting equipment:.
.Exhibitions of same nature were held at different
times and districts in 1970 to secure wider awareness.
They were held at the Kwun Tong Vocational Training Centre,
Princess Alexandra Community Centre, Tsuen Wan, N. T.',
Ho Lap College, San Po Kong and City Hall.
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Safety Committees
Towards the end of 1959, the Labour Department
approached various industrial associations with a view to
establishing safety committees. Preliminary meeting were
held with trade associations and the representatives of
groups of industrial undertakings engaged in work of
similar nature. It is hope that, in time, safety
committees will be soundly established in all branches of
industry.
But by the end of 1960, the project had only.met
with limited success, Only two committees were set up.
One covered-the ship-building and ship-repelling industry.
The other was known as the port cargo-handling safety
committee. An experienced senior officer of the .labour
inspectorate served on. both committees and the Labour
Department assisted by providing accommodations and
secretarial help'for meetings.
Many, of the member firms of each committee operate
safety committees in their own organizations. The group
meetings are used for pooling knowledge of accident
statistics, and making recommendations to departments and
other associations.
The following is a description of the Drafting
Committee of the ship-repairing industry:-
The Drafting Committee on Guide to Safe Working
Practice for Ship Repairing Industry was set up in- 1960.
Purpose of the Committee
To draft a Code of Safe Working Practices in the
Ship Repairing Industry for legislation.
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To serve as a meeting place for.the management of
the ship repairing industry to exchange their opinions.
Their problems and suggestions were discussed so as to
achieve mutual benefits.
To serve as a means of closer communication between
government and management. Government could learn'.what
is expected from it.
Committee Structure
The committee, consists of representatives from the
Labour Department andmanagement from the ship repairing
industry. The Director of the Industrial Safety Training
Centre, Labour Department was chairman of this committee.
Management. representatives were from the following
companies:-
A Fai Engineers and Shiprepairers Ltd.
Hong Kong and Whompoa Dock Co. Ltd.
Island Navigation Corporation Ltd.
Taikoo Dockyard ands Engineering Co. of (H.K.) Ltd.
Wang Tak Engineering and Shipbuilding Co. Ltd.
The committee held general meetings once a month.
Achi evement
On the last meeting,-April 19, 1972, draft proposals
on Guide to Safe Working Practice ,for Ship Repairing
Industries (Fire and Explosions) were made. After future
discussions on these proposals in the forking Committee,
the draft will be sent to the Colonial Secretariat for his
comment. Then.the draft will be passed to the Legislative
Council in the process of legislation.
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The contents of the draft include:-
(1} General safety means of access, working.on
platforms, staging, elimination of falls of
persons and material, the provision for
personal protection and housekeeping.
(2) Regulations for working in confined spaces in
terms of fire and.,toaic hazards, ventilation
and inserting„ tank cleaning and means of
access and rescue.
3) Precautions for fire hazards, dangerous goods,
electrical hazards, mechanical hazards.
(4) Safety practice in welding and cutting, the
use of hand and portable tools.
(5 The compulsory use of personal protective
equipment.
(6) Plans for education and training on safety.
Part 7- Enforcement ment of the Law
Inspection of Factories
During the period April 1, 1970 to March 31, 1971,
138,311 inspections were made by inspectors in connexion
with the enforcement of safety, health and welfare
.regulations, condictions of employment of women and young
persons, investigation of industrial and occupational
accidents, and dangerous occurrences1.
Of the 135, 311 inspections, inspections of factories
for the' enf orc ement of safety, health and welfare provisions
accounted'lfor 62,715 and investigations and follow-up
visits in connextion with occupational and industrial
accidents and workmen's compensations accounted for 2,714.
Visits in connextion with employment of women and young
persons accounted for 69,963 in which 22,036 were made by
night.
1 Hong Kong Government, Annual Departmental Report,
Commissioner of Labours 1970-71 (Hong Kong Government Printer)
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In, the period April 1, 1969 to March 31, 1970,
112,737 inspections were made in which 60,376 were
inspections for factories for the,enforcement of safety,
health, and welfare provisions, 2,317 were investigations
and follow-up visits in connexion with occupation and
industrial accidents. 46,873 visits were made in connexion
with employment of women and young persons.
Prosecutions: of Breaches of Safety Regulations
The Hong Kong Labour Department continued its
policy of advice, and assistance rather than immediate
prosecution for minor breaches of regulations, Usually,
when the inspector finds that there is a minor
contravention of the Factory and Industrial Undertakings
Ordinances, he would warn the employer first and give
him advise on improvement, and specify the time allow for
him. If the employer makes the correction according
to the inspectors advice,no prosecution will be made
However, the Labour. iJepartment did not always
obtain satisfation from its policy of advice and
assistance. -Por the year ending March 31, 1971, it was
necessary, to institute 7,629 prosecutionsagainst
proprietors and employers from contraventions of the law.
Pines totalling $1,391,627 were imposed. Of these cases
692 were operating unguarded machinery, 759 were failing-
to comply with special precaution orders and 297 were
obstructing fire escapes or exits. The scale of fines
imposedby the courts did not deter some proprietors, who
chose to continue to operate in contravention of labour
legislation despite persistent action by the inspectors.
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Part 8 - Conclusion
Safety Education and Training
After studying the policy , coverage and
implementationof the safety education and training provided
by the Hong Kong Governmentand comparingthem with that
of other countriessuch as U . S . A . and Singapore. The
writer felt that the performanceon safety education and
training was quite successful, although it was only at
the developinga e . Within a short period of three years ,
1969 - 1971 , over 2 , 000 supervisorystaff and workshop
instructors from different industries have completed
the Basic Course on . IndustrialSafety and about 340 of
them have completed the Advance Course on Industrial Safety .
In 1971 , 263 supervisorystaff have completed, specialist
course . This result is very encouraging.
At present , eight technical schools , eleven
vocational training centres and four correctional
institutions are regularly . receiving safety education and
training from the Industrial Safety Training Centre .
Fro , 19 b 8 onwardsover sixty safety courseshave been
given to different factories or industrial undertakings.
The subjects covered by the basic and advanced
courses are quite adequate and practical as compared with
those of other countries. As all the lectures are
supplementedby visual aids such as demonstrationa d
film shows , these lectures can be easily understood.
Unlike other American and European countries ,
which usually charge a substantialamount of fee for the
safety course , all courses on safety provided by the
Labour Departmentare free of charge and free lecture
notes and , bookletsare - issued to any one who requiresthem .
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The writer thought that this was a great contribution
by the Government. Besides, the lectrues given to
technical schools, vocational training centres and
correctional institute are also free service.
It is a good decision that most safety education
and training in bong Kong is aimed at the supervisory
level. The supervisory staff have played a very
important part in the daily operation of industrial
activities. They take orders from the management and
execute the orders through the supervision of the worker.
They are the linkage between the management and the worker.
If the supervisory staff have obtained adequate
safety training, and have developed a good attitude, they
would ensure that the workers under their supervision
would work according to the safety regulations
Besides, as the supervisor usually carry out his
duty on the shop floor, he has a better understanding of
the situation in the industrial operations. He can
observe any unsafe act or unsafe environment and make the
necessary adjustment accordingly and report to management.
Therefore the writer can -conclude that giving safety
training to the supervisory staff as the first priority is
a good decision made by the Labour Department.
Safety Committees
Although the Labour Department has expended much
effort on organizing safety committees within different
industries, only limited success was met. This was
mainly due to the lack of interest from the management
of many factories and, industrial undertakings. Though
some personnel from mangement did join the committee,
most of them did not play an active role.
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In spite of the limited success, the Labour
Department is planning to spend more effort to organize
safety committees for the different industries.
Safety Promotional Programmes
Most of the safety promotional programmes used by
the Labour Department are according to-the suggestions
laid by the International Labour Office. The presently
used promotion includes exhibitions, safety film shows,
distribution of safety posters and booklets and seminars.
A contest on safety poster design was organized in 1971
to arouse student interest in industrial safety.
In addition, the Labour Department is trying its
best to show employers that the department is a friend
to them and is always at their service to help in
solving theirdifficulties and not a team that is always
wanting to pick at their faults,
Enforcement of the Law
More inspections were made during the year 1971,
a total of 138,311. The organization of the inspectorate
has expanded to cope with the rapid growth of employment,
The number of inspections seemed to be adequate for the
11,031 factories and industrial undertakings registered
under the Ordinance. If we take the average, every factory
or industrial undertaking would be visited about eleven
times per year.
However, the writer wishes to point out that the
factory which employs less than twenty workers and does
not use power driven machinery does not need to register
under the Factories and Industrial Undertakings Ordinance.
These unregistrahle factories and industrial undertaking
are seldom visited by.the inspectors except when
industrial accidents occur. The writer felt that these
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unregistrable factories should not be neglected because
of their small size. Continual inspections should be
made to ensure that they also observe safety rules,
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CI APTER IV
THE ROLE PLAYED BY MANAWWMENT
Part I- Introduction
The elimination of accidents and health hazards is
vital to employees, the public interest, and to the
business community.1 At best, occupational safety and
health standards promulgated by government can only cover
those things that are enforceable- namely, some control
of the physical conditions and the environmental system.
Standards simply do not cover certain criteria so
necessary to successful programs- such as supervisory
training, selection of personnel, job instruction
training, analysis or design of work procedures, nor can
standards relate to attitudes morale and teamwork.2
Therefore, the optimal safety could not be achieved only
by enforcement of safety laws.
The role played by management in safety is. very
important. The adequacy of industrial safety depends
mainly on the management policy on safety such as safety
planning, the expenditure for safety work and the methods
employed. Besides, it is the responsibility of` the
management to provide a safe environment for the workers,
If management does not take the lead in safety promotion
within the factory, it is very difficult to expect the
workers to have any initiative in this area for the Hong
Kong workers are passive in this kind of activity.
l National Safety News, July 1971t Howard Pyle,
Occupational Safety and =.ealth Role of the Private Sector
2 Ibid
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In the study of the role played by management,
the.. writer has used the following as tool for management
of the performance contributed by themanagement:-
(1),, What is the safety policy and safety attitude
of the management?
{2) Who is responsible for industrial safety in
the factory and how is the-accident accounted?
(3) Are there any safety organization or safety
committees established in the factory?
(4) How are the. staff educated and trained in
industrial safety?
(5) What are .the safety inspection systems?
(6) Are there-:.a77 provisions for accident
investigation and how are accidents reported?
Does the factory keep injuries statistics?
(7) What are the medical precautions provided by
the management?
(8) Are there any special accident prevention
measures in the factory such as jobs analyzed
for the purpose of identifying hazards and
critical operations in advance of accidents?
Part- 2- Sal'et Policy and Safety Attitude of the Management
The reason to study the safety policy and safety
attitude of the management i s that foremen, safety
engineers and-other staff members can never achieve
substantial results if the management does not take the
lead in promoting and maintaining high safety standards.
The measurement for the degree of sufficiency in safety
policy and attitude is further divided in the following:-
Written Safety Policy
A survey was made to find out whether it was
common for the management to have a written policy on
safety. If it does, this would indicate that management
has very favourable attitude towards the industrial safety
of the firm andtakes the matter of safety very seriously.
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In the survey of ten big factoriesand four small
ones from different industries, it was found that none of
the factories or industrial undertaking visited had
prepareda written . policy on safety . Only one firm in
the ship repairing industry was drafting a safety policy .
It was near completionand the draft would be submitted
to the Board of Directorsof that companyin the summer
1
of 1972 for approval.
Safety Policy and Attitude
Though the studied companies did not have written
policies on safety , all of these companieshave policies
on safety in the areas of safety educationand training
for their supervisorystaff , better house - keeping , good
working conditions and the utilization of more protective
devices in . industrial operations. The following is some
of the opinions given by management representatives
Mr . Warner Yeh , Senior Joint Managerof bonca
IndustriesLtd . , expressedthat the policy of his company
is to emphasizeon safety first . He and the , company
believe that good safety performancein a factory would
increase productivity. Also the managementhad a moral
obligationto look after the safety of its worker .
Mr . Yeh said that the managementshould come before the
government to protect its workers , without whose contribution
successful operation could not be achieved .
Mr . A . Elford , personnelManagerof Taikoo
Dockyard and EngineeringCo . also stressed that management
should place : great . importancein industrialsafety for the
worker because of its moral obligation.
1 Personal interviewwith Mr . A . Elford Personnel
Managerof Taikoo DockyardEngineeringCo . of H . K . Ltd .
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In general, the big industrial undertakings visited
by the writer did have a favourable attitude towards safety.
The small factories showed less eagerness. This was not
because of the fact that the nature of the work was less
hazardous. But quite the contrary, some of the operations
would cause serious bodily harm or*an industrial disease,
such as in the sawing mill and the electroplating factory,.
The employers' lack of interest in industrial safety was
partly due to the extra costs they thought would incur
andparty becuase they thought accidents only occured due.
to the carelessness of the worker. They also indirectly
indicatedthat if a worker got injured,. it was not the
responsibility of ,the employer, for that worker should
have paid more attention during work. They also said
that they had bought insurance for the worker as required
by the law and so they had nothing to worry about when
an accident occureed. Their duty in industrial safety had
been shifted to the insurance company.
Safety Included in Regular Management Meeting
The management was asked. the question whether safety
was included on. the agenda of the regular meeting. Only
five positive answers were received. They were the
companies in the cigarette manufacturing industry, ship
repairing industry, oxygen manufacturing industry, electronic
industry and the light and power company. The other
companies would include safety in management meetings when-
ever there was a special need for it.
Safety Objectives for the Present and Future
Most of the companies did not have clearly defined
safety objectives for the current year. They also wanted
to eliminate injuries as much as possible. They did have
agressive planning for future developments in safety.
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dart 3 - Safety and Accountability for Safety
Safety as a Criterion in Manager Evaluation
In order to find out what degree of importance
was place on.the safety performance of a manager,
management was asked whether the success in accident.
prevention was one of the criteria used in evaluating
.manager's performance. Mr. A. Elford of Taikoo Dockyard,
expressed that safety was not a criterion in promoting
a manager, in other words, a manager would not be given
special credits if he was very conscious about safety.
However, if a manager paid not attention to safety, it
would have negative effects in his promotion. None of
the other companies include safety perf omanc a as one
of the criteria in manager evaluation.
Responsibility for Accident Prevention Defined in Writin
Both of the oxygen manufacturing company and the
light and power company had well-defined responsibility
for accident preventing in writing. This might be due
to the more hazardous nature in the operations. Some of
the companies had responsibility for fire prevention and
fire. fighting defined in writing.,
Though many. of the visited companies did not have
written criterion for responsibility, they explained that
it was the responsibilities of the manager, the supervisor
and the.worker for the prevention of accidents.
Accountability of Accidents
The ship repairing company, the oxygen manufacturing
company and the light and power company recorded accidents
against the specific major parts of the plant. The other
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did not. In, studying the accountability for accident costs,
it was found that the costs were not charged,:.against specific
parts of the plant.
Submittion of Periodic Safety Reports by-Supervisors
In the survey, it was found that no supervisor is
required to submit safety reports to senior management.
The supervisors reports were concentrated in only those
areas directly related to production.
Part 4 - Safet Oranization of Safety Committees
Safety ManaLer or Officer
None of the companies had safety managers. Only
two companies had safety officers. They were the Taikoo
Dockyard Engineering Company and the China Light Power,
Taikoo Dockyard is the first company in Hong Kong that
had established a safety department. The safety
department presently consisted of one chief safety offier,
one senior safety officer and four safety officers. Taikoo
Dockyard was observing the British Safety Standard: for
every 500 workers, there should be one safety officer in
charge of accident prevention. The company's total
employment was 3,000 excluding casual workers, and
therefore the employment of 6 safety officers was up to
the British Safety Standard.l
The duties of the safety officers in Taikoo Dockyard
were:-
(1) to inspect the shipyard and to ensure that
the workers follow the safety instructions,
such as the Waring of helmets;
1 Interview with Mr. David Wong, Chief Safety
officer of Taikoo Dockyard and Engineering Co. of H.K. Ltd.
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(2) to make suggestions to management for safety
improvements, such as the acquisition of
industrial safety equipment or more guarding
for the machinery(3) to keep accident statistics
(4) to make monthly reports on industrial safety
in the shipyard
(5) to organize a safety committee in. the shipyard
(6) to give safety training to the worker and the
supervisors.
The qualifications of these. safety officers were
very good. Two of them were formerly government factory
inspectors and one of them was an industrial training
officer. The Chief Safety Officer held a degree in
Master of Science-from the University of London.
The China Light and Power Company had a safety
departi n.ent :and a fire prevention and fighting department,
Presently, the safety department had two safety officers
and one clerical staff. This department reported to the
Chief Engineer. It had to submit monthly reports and
annual reports. The duties performed by this safety
department were inspection, reporting, suggestion making,
record keeping, safety training for the workers and the
organization of safety promotion programmes.
The Chief safety officer of China Light and Power
Company was a Factory Inspector (Class I) before he joined
the company.
Safety Committees
Out of the ten big factories visited, only two o had
safety committees. There were the Taikyoo Dockyard and
the' Briti sh.And American Tobacco Company.
Interview with Mr. C. P. Cheng, Chief Safety
Officer, China Light and Power Co. Ltd.
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The safety committee in the British and American
Tobacco Company consisted of a production engineer ,
personnel officer and representativefrom a supervisory
staff from different production units . The personnel
officer was the chairman of the committee. The committee
reported to the productionmanager . 1
Objectivesof the safety committeewere : -
( 1 ) to help and instruct the employeeto work safely
( 2 ) to develop the safety knowledgeof the worker
( 3 ) to prepare and discuss accidentreports and to
develop future precaustion .
The committee met every two months . Its responsibilities
were to give , safety training and to keep accident records
and statistics.
The safety committee in the Taikoo Dockyard consisted
of the managing director , managers of various departments
and the safety officers . The managingdirector was . the
chairman of the committee. This might indicate that
managementplaced much importance on the committee ,
The objectives. of the committeewere to promote
safety consciousness, to protect the workers against
injuries and to draft a written policy on safety for the
company . Reports of serious accidents were reviewed by
the committee. The committeemet once every month .
Another safety organization in Taikoo Dockyard was
in the form of joint consultation. Supervisorsand
representativeof the workers partiepated in this meeting ,
which held every two weeks . The Chief Safety Officer was
1 interviewwith Mr . I . C . Wong , PersonnelManager,
British and AmericanTobaccoCompany, and Mr . K . C . Chan ,
Personnel Officer , Chairman of Safety Committee
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the chairman of this committee. Information and problems
concerning safety were exchanged betti een the management and
the wwJ orker. The results of the meeting were reported to
the safety committee at the upper management-level.
Part 5- Safety Education andrainin,
Out of the one hundred companies surveyed, seven
of them offered. safety education and training to their
employees, either by themselves or through the co-operation
with the Labour Department.
The following, companies provided safety. training,
the British and American Tobacco Company, Hong Kong Oxygen,
Sonca Industries, Coronet Industries Limited and Lee Kung
Man Knitting Factory.' The subjects in. the safety courses
provided by these companies were quite similar to those
in the basic safety course offered by government.
In the Taikoo Dockyard, safety courses were
presented by both the company's safety,officers and the
training officers from the, Labour Department.
All new employees had to attend an employee induction
.course which lasted for half day. There were special
induction courses for the new apprentice and the staff.
Besides the basic safety course, there were safety courses
speically for the ship-repairing industry, such as high
pressure water washing safety, and staging and rigging,
In the year 1971, 1109 employees had completed at least one
of the safety subjects offered by the company.
The safety course in the British and American
Tobacco Company was given by the supervisors who had
attended the safety course provided by the Labour Department.
In an interview with its personnel officer, the writer
learnt that the company's objective in running safety
courses by the supervisors was that supervisors_.had closed
relationships with the worker and Ahey could understand
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the workers better. The worker on the other hand would
feel free to express his opinion. It was the company's
training policy to have every worker attend the safety
course within the first six months of his employment.
The supervisors in the Lee Kung Man Knitting
Factory did not have any interest in safety training three
years ago when the personnel manager attended the course
alone. After his completion, he personally felt that the
course was very useful and practical and he then presented
the course in the factory. This arouse great interest
among the supervisors and they felt there was a need for
the continuation of the safety course. 1
In the Hong Kong Oxygen Company, general safety
courses are at present given by the public relations
officer. Safety practices of a more technical nature are
tought by the engineers or supervisors within the
2
Industrial Department.
Usually, safety films and visual promotional aids
were in use to supplement the safety courses by these
companies. Most of the courses were carried out after
office hours due to the commitment of the. regular work
but the attendants received over-time pay.
Part 6 - Safety Inspection Systems
The companyies in the ship-repairing industry, the
oxygen manufacturing industry and the electricity industry
had well-organized inspection system on industry safety.
1 Interview with Mr. T. Y. Wan Personnel Manager
of Lee Kung Man Knitting Factory Hong Kong Ltd.
2,
Interview with Miss V. Kung, Public Relation
Of is er, Hong Kong Oxygen Company.
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In the Taikoo Dockyard and the China Light and
Power Company, the safety officers were responsible for
the plant and equipment safety inspection. They had time
schedules for the inspections. They reported the results
of these inspections to the chief engineer.
In the Hong Kong Oxygen Company, safety inspections
are carried out by engineers. Their duties in safety
inspection are well-defined.
In the Coronet Industries Ltd., though there was
no expert to perform the inspection function, the company
was prepared to invite government safety inspector to give
an inspection and to make recommendations on safety 1
This decision was made at an executive meeting.
For the rest of the companies, the function of
inspection was performed but there were no planned
programmes of regular safety inspections,
In the small factories, inspections were seldom
carried out by management. The only inspections were made
by the factory inspectors in their regular visits.
Part 7 - Accident Records and Statistics
In the survey, only three companies kept accident
statistics. They were the Taikoo Dockyard, British and
American Tobacco Company, and China Light and Power Company.
The Taikoo Dockyard kept statistics on Mean Duration,
Accident Frequency rates and Accidents per 1,000 workers.
The data was processed by a computer. The safety department
of the company reviewed'these statistics month so as to
1 Interview with Mr. W. L. 'Wong, Personnel Manager
of Coronet Industries Ltd.,
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see what action should be taken. The safety department
also kept a file of accident reports and regular
inspection reports. Photographs of unsafe acts of unsafe
environment were taken and attended to the inspection
reports for reference.
The China Light and Power Company also kept
accident statistics of the same nature as the Taikoo
Dockyard. The British and American Tobacco Company kept
statistics on frequency rates and severity rates.
For the other companies, only records of serious
accidents were kept. No analysis was made. However, some
of these companies take a serious attitude towards accident
investigation. In Coronet Industries, when an industrial
accident occurred, three separate reports had to be made,
from the person injured, the supervisor of the injured
person and the person working next to the injured
respectively. Then the personnel manager would. investigate
the matter and take appropriate action.
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Park. 8- Medical Precautions
Because of the less hazardous nature of the
industrial operations of the companies studied, most of
the companies did. not give pre-employment nor periodic
medical examinations for accident prevention reasons.
Only the Hong Kong Oxygen Company gives pre-employment
medical examinations.
Nearly half of the company had medical services
provided for the workers. The Hong Kong Oxygen'Company,
Taikoo Dockyard, British and American Tobacco Company had
well equipped clinics with part-time factory doctors and
full-time certified nurses to look after the patient.
Coronet Industries Ltd. had a full-time certified nurse.
Perfetka. Toys Manufacturing Company and Sonca Industries
Ltd. also had: medical facilities for their workers. For
the rest of the companies, first aid facilities were
available.
As regulated by the Factories and Industrial
Undertakings Ordinance, for every 100 workers, there should
be a person trained in first aid either by St. John
Ambulance or by' the Labour Office. All the companies
observed thus regulation.
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Part 9- Special Accident Prevention Measures
In the oxygen manufacturing industry and electricity
generating industry, jobs were analysed for the purpose
of.identifying hazards and critical operations in advance
of accidents. In the Hong Kong Oxygen Company, detailed
descriptions of accident prevention measures in each
operation procedure was given on the instruction notes,
for example, there were safety points on the filling of,
cylinders, (a) no oil or grease, (b) wear boots and
gloves, (c) use proper value key and(d) keep line pressure
above 1,500 p.s.i. 1
The China Light and Power Company and Taikoo
Docyard supplied .free safety equipment. to workers. Taikoo
Dockyard subsidized workers on the purchase of safety shoes;
the workers only paid one-third.
Part 10- Working Condition Provided by Employers
Good working condition-Land better guarded machinery
would help to reduce industrial accidents. In the plastic
toys manufacturing company, the electric torch manufacturing
company, and the. cigarette manufacturing company, the
working conditions were excellent and..could serve as model
factories for the industries. They all had very good
housekeeping, ventilation and.lighting. Especially in the
cigarette manufacturing company, the processing operation,
from th-e cutting of raw tobacco to the packaging of
finished goods, were fully automatic. This would tend
to reduce the rate of injuries to a minimum.
In the aluminium ware manufacturing company, the
nature of the, trade retarded the improvement for better
1 Hong Kong Oxygen Co. Standing Instruction-
Trading
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working condition. For example, in the polishing department,
the place was very dusty. In spite of this bad condition,
many workers refused to use personal protective devices,
as they were accustomed to that environment.
Besides, the profit margin in this industry is low,
and this prevented managment from investing more on the
factory, such as the acquisition of automatic machinery,
better devices for guarding and fencing of machinery and
the installationof air-conditioners in the production
areas. In hot seasons, the injuries rate is high.
Part 11 - Opinions from Management
This action describes the difficulties or problems
raised by management representatives during the survey.
Legislation
Mr. A. Elford, Personnel Manager of Taikoo Dockyard
and Engineering of Hong Kong Ltd. said that the company
expected government to impose more severe legislation on
the ship-repairing industry. The reason was that if the
legislation was leninent, different ship-repairing companies
would have different safety facilities for their -xrorkers,
as this would be up to the decision of the management.
If company A was more safety conscious, it would spend
more on safety, such as the establishment of a safety
department, the purchase of.more safety equipment and
wider staging, etc. This made the cost run high. If
company B was less safety conscious and neglected the safety
provisions other than those prescribed by the law, the
operating cost of this company would be comparatively
lower than those of company A. Prices changed by company
B would,thus be lower if other cost factors were constant.
This would put company A in a less favourable position in
getting-sal es. Mr. Elford pointed out that it was' useless
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to-'have a shipyard with excellent industrial. safety but no
business.
He hope that government would pose more strict and
specific regulations on the ship-repairing industry so
that every. shipyard of same size would spend approximately
the same amount on safety. Though he believed that spending
more on safety would',bring long-term benefits, in the
short term, the company might have disadvantages in its
competitive situation.
Mr. Warner Yeh, Senior Joint Manager of S one a
Industries Limited, also favoured.more complete legislation.
Mr. T. M. Cheng, Factory. Sub-Manager of Grandeur
Aluminium ware Manufacturing Company Limited, expressed
that at present there was no-legislation for the guarding
of punch machines, and many factories in the industry did
not provide guarding because of the cost. The kinds of
products manufactured were of large assortment and
different sizes. _If guarding was made for a punch machine,
it would be good only for the manufacturing of one kind of
product. Another product of different size would involve
different size.guarding. This would cost a lot of money'
and cause some inconvenience in the replacing different
guards which different products were punched
Besides, some of the workers did not like the
installation of punch guarding. In the light metal industryi-
many workers were paid at piece rates. If guardings were
installed, this would impain their production speed and
output.
Working Conditions
Mr T. M. Cheng also pointed out that because of
the shortage in industrial-use land and the high cost
involved, it was very difficult for the employer in
Hong Kong to provide the working space necessary for the
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worker as regulated by the Factories and Industrial
Undertakings, Ordinance 9
Workers' Attitude Towards Safety as Described b Management
Mr. K. C. Chan, Personnel Officer of British and
American Tobacco Company, expressed that the workers in
the company had a favourable attitude towards safety,
The company had spent several years in running the safety
courses for workers, and the company would not see the
results. It was advisable to give workers safety training
at the earliest opportunity,especially when they were
young and. their attitudes were not firmly established.
If u.worker had established perverse attitudes towards
safety, it was difficult to change them.
Some management personnel complained that they
received little co-operation from the workers. They had
purchased-equipment for workers, but they were unwilling
to' use it. In the chemical store of a dyeing factory,
safety gloves and goggles were provided for those who
handled corrosive acids, but the workers seldom used them.
They found it inconvenient. The safety equipment was put
aside.
Some expressed that it would take time to change
workers' attitudes, this could be done by setting better
examples, more using persuasion and conduting more
effective supervision. Management must have the patience.
Incentive Schemes
No incentive sPheme s was in operation in any of
the companies studied. The reasons given by the various
factories are listed below:-
Mr. A. Elford, of Taikoo Dockyard, expressed that it
was very difficult to set accident prevention standards
for comparison- purpose.' Different nature of works in
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different departments caused different degrees of exposure
to injury. The China Light and Power Company and the
Hong Kong Oxygen. Company also share the same idea.
The companies in the toys manufacturing industry
and in the electric torch manufacturing expressed that
the promotion by incentive scheme would not be very
effective, as the nature of the operations was less hazardous.
The rest of the companies felt there was no great
need to install an incentive scheme.
Part 12 - Conclusion
In conlusion, the writer has found that most of
the big companies under survey had good attitude towards
the promotion of industrial safety in Hong Kong. They did
believe that efforts. spent at present would surely lead to
long term benefits and it was the employer's responsibility
to take care of the employees from the ethical point of
view. Though most of them did not have a written policy
in safety for the company, they had the policy on safety
training fore the employee, systems for inspection, fire
prevention, medical care, good housekeeping, more utilization
of safety equipment and better guarded machine.
In some industries the working condition: eras not
satisfactory. The nature of the trade, the profit margin
and uncertainty of.the future in the business prevented more
captial investment. These problems are difficult to solve
and the government should pay more attention and try to
assist them.
Most of the companies did not use safety as one of
the criteria in the evaluation of a manager or a supervisor
and did not charge loss in event cf accidents to the
particular department. The writer believed that these
practices owed to the small size of the company in comarison
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with those of American and European countries .
In studying the safety committee, most of the
companies, except two , did not initate to organize the
safety committee , within the company . Safety committee
is a good meeting place for the managementa d the worker
to exchange their ideas on accident preventionof the
company in question . This organizationwould arouse more ,
interest on safety both in the managementa d the labour .
The cost for this kind of organizationwas . very little .
It would ohhly need some working hours from the
representativesof the managementand workers .
Some of the companiesdid not keep accident
statistics and . records . These companiesexplained that
industrial accidents seldom occurred . But the writer
felt that it was not an excauseto overlookthis matter .
If all managementperformed this task , this would indicate
that the management took serious attitude towards accident
preventionand this would induce the worker to take the
same attitude .
Though many companieshad free medical care for
their employees, there were hardly any pre - employment
medical examinationor periodic examinationfor the worker .
The writer felt that periodic medical examinationis
important and should be introduced, especially for the
workers working in the bad working condition .
Except in the case of three firms , most of the
companiesdid not have joboanalysedfor the purpose of
identifying hazards and critical operations . This might
be due to the fact that the nature of job was not
complicatedan was not . hazardous.
In general , the managementof Hong Kong industrial
organizationshad growing interest in accident prevention .
Some of them already had made significant contribution.
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The work done on industrialsafety by the small
factories were limited . This was due to the education
level of the employerand the size of captial . Besides ,
the workers in these factories demanded little on safety
partly because of little awareness and partly because they
were afraid that they might lose their jobs if their
request didnot meet with the employers' approval . This
certainly was a great problem in the accident prevention
for the small factoriesin Hong Kong .
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CHAPTER V
THE ROLL PLAYED BY OTHER ORGANIZATIONS AND ASSOCIATION
In order to understand more about the works that
are currently done on the industrial safety,. several
organizations that have closely identified with the.needs
were visited. These organizations were,Fede ration of
Hong Kong Industries, Christian Industrial Safety
Committee, Hong Kong Productivity Centre, American
Insurance and Assurance.Company, and trade union. In.'other
European and American countries, the above mentioned
organizations usually have made a significant contribution
towards industrial safety.
Part 1- Insurance C omp nor
In the study of the role played by the.insurance.
industry, the irriter had the hypothesis that the insurance
company would help to promote industrial safety in two
areas. First, and insurance company would send inspectors
to ,inspect the safety conditions of the factories and to
ensure the compliance of the safety-regulations as
prescribed by government or by the insurance company. The
insurance company would accordingly share some of the
government's responsibility in safety inspection.
Secondly, insurance company helped in the way by offering
incentive scheme, a no claim bonus, for instance- to the
employer to keep industrial injuries to the minimum.
A visit was. made to the American Insurance under-
writers, Ltd. (AIUthe largest and most active insurance
company in Hong Kong. In,an interview with Mr. C. S. Ling,.
Assistant Manager of Service and Production Department,
Mr. Ling said that in Hong Kong, the insurance industry had
only limited contribution to the industrial safety. The
industry did not perform the two functions as mentioned
above. The inspection carried out was checking of the
number of, workers actually employed and the number of
workers insured by the-employers. For example, a factory
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employed 1,000 workers and only had 500 insured, for the
names of the workers might not be registered in the
insurance company due to the frequent labour turnover.
However, this kind of inspection was seldom carried out
except in very unusual circumstances when the insurance
had strong evidence to suspect that the factory understand
the number of employees. Inspections were seldom carried
out due to the limited number of insurance inspectors.
The insurance industry in Hong Kong did not offer
incentive to employers to encourage them to spend more
efforts in accident prevention. The explanation was that
the Insurance Association of Hong Kong forbade its members
to give discounts to the employer on labour insurance.
The regulation was to prevent members from unscrupulons
competition.
The only service provided in an industrial accident
was in the form of workmen's compensation as regulated by
the law.
Part 3 - Safety Equipment Company
To use safety equipments in a factory more
extensively would to some extent help in the prevention of
industrial accidents. If a safety equipment company can
secure sales of a large volume, it would indirectly prevent
accidents.
Safety equipment company is business oriented. It
usually has the expertise in making sales. A study was made
on the sales effort undertaken by a safety equipment
company.
Hong Kong Oxygen Company is also a sales agent of
safety equipment. In an interview with Miss V. Kung, the
public Relations Officer of the Company, it was found that
the company employed six regional technical salesmen to
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call upon customersand to give them technical advice in
the usage or installationof safety equipment.
Besides , the company assumed aggressive attitude on
the communicationof safety knowledge to both the industrial
sector and . the public , believingthat if more people had
better knowledgeon industrial safety , the demand for safety
equipment would increase .
At present the company edited four safety handbooks
and distributedfree to other companiesor the public if
requested . These handbooks had detailed description on the
technical use of compressed gasand safety precautions in
welding and were available both in English and Chinese
versions. They were " Safety in the Use of CompressedGas .
Cylinders . " " Handling CryogenicLiquids - General Safety
Precautions, Electric Arc Welding Safety , Health and
Welfare" . and " Handbookfor ElectricArc Wielding" .
The company also translated the English commentaries
of safety films . 1 into Chinese. The companyhad 40 safety
films and were available on free loan to factories or
private bodies ,
The company organized lectures on safety for
employees in different factories and demonstratedthe use
of safety equipments.
Part 3 - Industrial Associations
Federation of Hong Kong Industries
To study the role played by this Federation, the
writer interviewedMr . T . W . Wong , Senior Public Relations
Officer of the Federation. In co - operationwith the
Industrial Safety Training Centre , Labour Department, the
Federation had run four basic industrial safety courses in
the years 1967 and 1968 . The first course was held in
October and November . These courses were lectured by safety
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Training Officers from Labour Department, and were held
in the evening, twice a week. Each course contained 12
sessions. The courses were maily held for supervisors
and foreman in the factories of the Federation members.
A total of 120 personnel, attended the courses and the
Federation provided all facilities.
In February 1969, a 12-sessions advanced industrial
safety course was held for the members of the Federation.
Only the graduates of basic industrial safety course could
attend the advanced course. 28 supervisors completed the
course.
The Federation also helped to distribute safety
poster, safety pamphlets and information from Labour
Department to its members. It also provided consultation
service to its members in the areas of accident prevention.
Very often it made. arrangements for its members to consult
government safety officers whenever it was necessary.
The Chinese Manufacturers' Association of Hong Kong
The contribution made by this association was
mainly on safety training. Two 12-sessions basic safety
courses were held in 1968. These courses were also lectured
by government Safety Training Officers. 69 supervisory
level staff attended the courses. No new courses were
organized after the completion of these two courses. The
reason was that it was difficult to get members sending
their employees to attend the courses. The employers could
not force their employee to attend the courses. No new
courses were organized after the completion of these two
courses. The. reason was that it was difficult to get
members sending their employees to attend the courses.
The employers could not force their employee to attend the
courses which were held arfter office hours and some employees
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refused to attend the course even though the employer
offered overtime pay.
The Hong Kong Productivity Centre
The Productivity Centre organized one safety course
in conjunction with Labour Department in: November 1967.
This was a 6-session basic safety course held obi Saturday
afternoons.- The Centre invited 27 oroprietors, managers
and supervisors to attend the course. No other courses
were then organized after the completion of this course.
But the centre was prepared to give consultation service
for its members insofar as industrial safety was related.
It also helped to distribute., posters, booklets and
information gathered from Labour Department to its fellow
members.
The Centre paid special attention on product safety.
The content of lead in toys, and the degree of fire
resistence ofcertain materials are the examples.
Christian Industrial Committee
In order to have a better understanding of this
committee, an I-interview was made' with Mr. Raymond Fung, the
Director of the Committee. The Committee's main objectives
were:-
(1) to promote labour condition
(2) to help in the settlement of labour dispute
(3),,,' to provide educational opportunities for the
management on the disciplines like industrial
relations, industrial management and sociology.
At present, the committee did not prepare to give
courses on industrial safety, but such progralrmzne would soon
be held in the near future. The committee often organized
meetings between employees and the employers and to -see
what their problems were and tried to suggest possible
solutions.
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Part 4- Trade Association:,
To study the role played by the trade association,
a visit was made to the Hong Kong Chinese Textile Mills
Association. An interview was arranged with Mr. T. Wan,
Executive.Secretary of the Association. The association
had a history of 50 years and the membership consisted of
300 employers from dying, knitting and garment industries.
The bojectives of the association were:-
(1) to increase productivity and sales°
(2) knowledge seeking
(3) to exchange ideas among members
Actually at the early stage, these objectives were
seldom oberseved. The members only..took the association as
a place for entertainment. Four years ago, the executive
members felt that there was an urgent need to observe the
association's objectives since the competition from other
Asian countries was growing. The second factor causing
the advocacy of the objectives was that the members were
better educated and they felt the need of systematic
improvements on productivity as inviting experts to give
instruction and lectures. The association was requested by
members to arrange lectures for individual firms. Last
year, the association spent $5,000 on` lecturership with the
cooperation from the productivity Centre,
The executive committee of the association lelt the
urgent need of industrial safety education for its members
or employees. In early 1969, the committee contacted the
Labour Department and made preparation for the, commencement
of safety course lectured by Safety Training Officers. At
first, many members were not enthusiastic and refused to
send. employees to attend the course. The committee had to
spend great effort to pursuade the members. Telephone calls
had to be .made to these reluctant members as they did not
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reply to the correspondence. The Labour Department,
however , only promised to offer safety training if the
number of attendentswas over 40 . Finally 43 supervisors
and foremen promised to . participate. The course consisted
of 12 sessions in basic accident preventionand was held .
in the evening.
At the end of the basic safety , course , the reaction
was amazing . The attendents found the course very practical
and easily acceptable and they requested the committee to
made further arrangementwith Labour Department to open
and advancedsafety course . In duly 1970 , another 12
sessions advanced course was opened .
Many attendents opened letures for their fellow
workers in their plant and aroused great interest among
them . They were most interestedin the topics like fire
precaution, safety use in electricityand chemical . hazards .
Many members admitted that they had wrong attitude towards
the Labour Department and misunderstoodthat the . Department
was only a body to enforcethe law . They now felt the need
for cooperationwith Labour Department.
At present the committeemet once , a week and paid
special attention on technical training for the industry
and the related legislation. New regulation passed on the
Factories and Industrial UndertakingOrdinance . Mr . Wan
also expressed that though the members knew very little
about the law , mutual communicationwould bring benefits to
all of them .
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Part5- Conclusion
Studying the role played by the "other organizations,"
the writer felt that the insurance industry should have played
the more active part than it was doing now.
Certainly the insurance company. had its own problems.
There was a limited number of personnel and high cost was
involved in factory inspection. It would also incur the
resentment of customers if too much control was set by the
insurance company.
The writer understood that it was beyond the ability of
a single insurance company. to improve the situation. The
Government and the Insurance Association of Hong Kong should
give some though and try to introduce the inspection system
for the insurance industry. This might be achieved by means of
legislation, defining the duties of the insurance company. If
all insurance companies in Hong Kong performed the function of
safety inspection, their cost structures would be the same and
the profit margin would not decline.
The Federation of Hong Kong Industries, the Productivity
Centre and the Chinese Manufacturers' Association all have close
contacts with the employers, and could have great influence on
their members. Besides organizing safety courses for their
members, these assocations could organize safety committees for
each industry so as to arouse employers' interest and attention
on safety. As mentioned in. Cahpter Three, the National
Productivity Centre of Singapore performed very active part in,
promoting safety by providing safety education, organizing
safety committee for the management and exhibitions on accident
prevention. The writer thinks that it can serve as' the example
of reference for Hong Kong
The writer was quite impressed by the efforts undertaken
by the protective equipment sales' agents. It has performed
some duties which should be perfrarnied by the public authority.
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The, experience of Hong Kong Chinese Textile Mills
Association was quite a typical one for the trade assocation
in Hong Kong. The began to be aware of the importance of




FACTORSRETA DING INDUSTRIALSAFETY IN HONG . KONG AND CONCLUSION,
Part 1 - Factors Retarding Industrial Safety
After the survey , the writer summarizedsome of the
factors which had been retarding the industrial safety in Hong
Hong . They are describedas follows : -
Shortage of Industrial Use Land
One factor , retarding industrial safety in Hong Kong
was the shortageand high cost of industrial- use space . In
order to make full utilization: of land , the regulationlaid by
Labour Department concerning overcrowdedness and ventilation
was not observed by some manufacturers. Very often , reasonable
fencing and guarding for machinery or dangerous property were not
in use because of the limited working space available .
The high cost of land also retarded . industrialsafety .
The employer. had to limit the use of space to keep the cost low
so as to maintain the competitiveposition . Other Asian countries
such as Singapore , South Korea and Taiwan were competition
rigorouslywith Hong Kong . and they offered to rered prices .
Very often , it was not the employerthat purposelyrefused to
provide reasonable working condition for his workers but because
he had , little choice,
Limited Capital of Some Factories
Some employershad very limited capital and . they thought
that they , should make full utilizationof every single dollar in
production. They , regarded . that expenditureand invethtmenton
the , installation of safety devices and personal protective
equipment were not justified . They requested to acquire more
advanced and better , guarded machinerywhich would help to
reduce the number of annual casaulties.
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Secondly , many factories did not employ safety
professionals nor delegate someone with the responsibility
of accident prevention . Some of these factories had favourable
safety attitude and assignedone of the staff to look after .
Being occupied with regular duties , the incumbentcould not
pay much attention on accident prevention.
The employers would not encourage their worker to
attend the safety training sessions during the working hours
of giving them over - time pay if they went after work . They
did not realize that they would benefit from the increase in
productivity if their workers were more safety conscious and
had been trained , though the payoff might not be immediate.
Attitude of Employers
Some employers , particularlythose from the small
factories, did not treat the - subject ' of industrialsafety
seriously . Possibly because of the less hazardous nature
of the industrial , operations, some employersthought that
there was no need to pay attentionto safety or to take safety
measures.
Some employerswere aware of the inherent dangers in
the operations, but they took the attitude that if the worker
worked carefully , nothing would happen . When accident did
occur , they put all the blame of the worker who was presumably
careless . These employers were obviously reluctant to
improve safety conditions within their factories .
One of . the main reasonsfor the lack of interest in
safety by these employers might be due to their educational
backgrounds. They had only a few years of primary education.
They experiencedthat they could make a fortune without
formal educationand so they : though they could not comprehend
why their workers should receive safety education provided by
government. They did not respond to the request of Labour




Many worker at present still had limited knowledge
on safety. Especially the old experienced workers, their
attitudes towards safety were firmly established and were
.very hard to change. These workers did not believe in
safety training or to work-according to the safety rules,
They thought that they had so many years of experience
that they were qualified to work in their own way.
Some workers were reluctant to use personal
protective equipments.supplied by the management. They
thought it inconvenient, and would slow down the work.
Some workers deliberately took away the guarding of the
machine to speed up the production rate as their wages were
calculated by the piece rate.
Some workers neglected safety regulations and took
risk in order to show off their audacity in front of other
people. This was the cause for many industrial injuries.
Besides,. Chinese workers were tradi'tionally passive
in the factory. T.e seldom demanded their rights or what
should be done for them. They would tolerate hardship as
much as possible and made no complaints. If they found that
they 'could not bear any more, they would silently quit the
job and look for another. They would not. argue what was
equitable. So, it was very difficult to expect a.worker
to have any initiative in the promotion of safety or any
recommendation to the management on the adoptation of safety
measures, They would work in any working environment
provided that they were satisfied with the wages. This
passive attitude in the opinions of the writer on the Chinese
workers was a major factor retarding the progress of
industrial safety in.Hong Kong.
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Inadequate Knowledge of the Laws
Most of the workers had little. knowledge of the
Common Law or the Factories and Industrial Undertaking
Ordinance. The workers very often did not know what should
be provided for them by the employers as prescribed by the
law. They would not demand their rights as they were
entitled to.
Very often, when a worker got injured as the result
of employers' negligence, the injured workers did not know
that he could 'get more compensation than he deserved by
sueing against the employer. If there was a common practice
that.every seriously injured yet unfairly compensated worker
should resort to legal arbitration, the employer. would be
forced to spend much effort in advance to protect his worker
as prescribed by the law.
On the other hand, if the employer should know the
common law and the Factories and Industrial Undertakings
Ordinance well, he would be aware what legal actions would be
taken upon him and thus would pay more attention on accident
prevention.
Therefore, if both the employer and„ the employee
had better knowledge of the law, more efforts would be spent
on industrial safety as could be expected of there.
Part 2 Conclusion
After the study of the roles played by these three
sectors- government, management and 'other organizations,'
the writer felt that many of the factors retarding the
progress of the industrial- safety could be removed if more
efforts were spent on them, though the improvement would not
be an,easy task. This entailed the close co-operation among
the three sectors and each of them must be willing to
sacrifice. To reform the safety attitude of the worker for
instance, the Labour Department could provide the safety
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attitude of the worker for instance, the Labour Department
for instance, the Labour Department could provide the safety
training facilities. The Federation of Hong Kong Industries
(or the Productivity Centre) could perf orm the functions of
organizing the members to participate and advertising the
program. The management could encourage the worker and
the worker should.showed enthusiasm and co-operation.
The task could not be successful accomplished if there-was
a lack of interest, from any one of the sectors involved.
In the study, the writer felt that though the
Federation of- Hong Kong Industries and Productivity Centre
went to great lengths in the promotion of industrial safety,
they could do more. They could organize accident prevention
campaigne by inviting participation from management, labour
and government.
The Labour Department could also organize more
workshops for both the management and the labour so as to
arouse their attention.
The shortage of industrial-use land was a severe
handicap to the Hong Kong industries and it took time to
solve. In the past ten years, government had developed
districts, the satellite districts, for industrial-use
purposes. The writer felt that it was necessary for the
government to keep up this policy to develop more districts
for the.-purpose.
The high cost of rent in Hong Kong was another most
difficult problem. Many factors could be accounted for the
problem, the demand and supply of the land. The solution
could be sought by the government in particular. She
could sell more government land for industrial uses and
established rent-control, as the rent had been increasing
tremendously within these five years. Besides, the
government could adjust the land rates on-:industrial use land
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to ease the difficulty faced by many employers.
Insofar as the propagationof legal knowledgeis
concerned, the Labour Departmentcould lecture on the
Factories and Industrial . UndertakingsOrdinance so as to
provide to both worker and managementthe opportunityto
understandthe law ,
Throughouthe survey , the writer discoveredthat
the attitude towards safety by young worker was quite
favourable. Though it was rather difficult to re - educate
older workers , more patience should be given to them with
the hope . that they would change in the future ,
Small factories ` in squatter areas presented
difficult problemsin the , promotion. of industrialsafety ,
Those factories still in existence were generally small
family concerns with relatives rather than workers as
their employees . They were usually left uninspected
unless they created hazards endangeringthe health or safety
of persons living or working in the same premisesor in
the immediatevicinity . Many of the employersand workers
in these small factories had limited knowledge of industrial
safety and at present , the safety training or promotional
programs run by government or other public insititutions
seldom reached them .
Many of these small factories operated hazardous
trades , such as woodworking, electro - plating , light metal
work , glass work and many others . In the electro - plating
industry for instance , a worker could easily suffer from
industrial diseases if proper protective devices were not
used . Yet often was the case that these protectivedevices
were not used . The : protectivemeasureswere neglectedin
the squatter factories . There were no experts to give them
technical advice nor did the GovernmentInspectors of
regularly supervise the . undertakingsexcept on the incidence
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of accidents. However , we could not expect these factories
to take any aggressiveaction to prevent accidents, On the
contrary , the writer felt that at least governmentor other
public institutions should do something for them . Safety
experts for instance , could be sent to contact these people
and to give them advice . These squatter factories should not
be left aside .
So , the wirter felt that the problem of industrial
safety was quite seriously treated by governmentand most of
the surveyed factories . Much emphasis was put on safety
training and education by the government. The writer thought
that the governmenthad done a good job on this field . But
she should also look into other factors which had created
difficultiesfor the management, such as the shortage and
high cost of , industrialland . If this kind of problems
could not be solved , the progress in industrial safety
would not be fast . This was the area where the , manufacturers
of Hong Kong neededhel .
The managementshould also take more active role in
the promotion of industrial safety . Without its initiative
and leadership, we could hardly expect the worker to
co - operate and react favourablyin the course of accident
prevention . The managementshould render some service in the
safety campaignewithin the factory to secure workers '
cooperation.
Finally , the writer suggest that an industrial
accident prevention association should be established in
Hong Kong . This associationmight be modelled upon that of
Canada . The following is a descriptionof the industrial
l
Accident , Prevention Associationof Ontario .
I IndustrialAccident Prevention- PamphletNo . 608 R ,
Industrial Accident Prevention Association of Ontario , Canada .
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The Industrial Accident Prevention Association of
Ontario (IAPA) was established in 1915 and incorporated in
1917. It was an organization of employers and subscribed
by employers. All elected officers, Directors and
Executive Members were full time employees. The IAPA was
a non-profit organization supplying consultation and
educational services on matters related to accident
prevention and industrial hygi:ene. These services were
generally available at no charge to member firms. There
was. only a course fee for training courses,
Tl3ere were capable full-time staff to do plant-survey,
compiling injury reports, investigation of accidents,
program planning,-educational activities, and the huge task
of co-ordination in order to keep the Association running
smoothly and adhering to is objectives.
Under the General. Manager, there were six divisions:-
1. Field Service




d. Research and Development
The activities in the Field Service Division included
management consultancy, training courses for foremen and
supervisors, the research on unsafe condition and unsafe
acts, injury investigation, plant meeting, cost studies and
advice on the guarding of machinery.
The Technical Services Engineering-Division provided
services on technical consultation such as noise level
investigation and radiation, and the solutions on other
technical problems.
The Training Centre provided courses and other
facilities in the training of safety directors, specialists
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and other safety personnel. It also furnished methods in
organizing safety committee and in the development of visual
aids.
The Public Relations Division produced safety
literature and psoters and organized safe drives. It
usually sponsored secondary schools public speaking contest
and gave awards to industrial editors, necs media and school.
The Research and Dvelopment Division searched out
ways and means to improve service and efficiency in the
activities of accident prevention.
From the above various functions performed by
different divisions, the. writer felt that the Association
had covered all the aspects throughly in the course of
accident prevention, The IAPA could serve as a model for
the development of an industrial accident prevention
association in Hong Kong. With the establishment of this
association, the problem of industrial safety would be
treated in a more systematic and serious way. Industrial
accidents in Hong Kong would be reduced to a minimum.
It is therefore, the writer's anticipation to see
the establishment of an industrial accident prevention
association in Hong Kong.
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APPENDIX. A
FACTORIES AND I US TRIAL, UNDERTAKINGS VISITD
British-- American Tobacco Company (1`K) Ltd.,
256 Gloucester Road. Hong nfr_
China Light Powerb Company Limited,
Argyle Street, Kowloon.
Coronet Industries Limited,
88, 'ping Lam Street,, Kowloon.
Chu So Kee Saw Mill,
K•IIL•, 3783 King Lam Street Kowloon:.
The Grandeur Aluminiunvare M Ianuf a.c Luring Company, Limited,
368 Kwun: Ton Road, Kowloon.
Hong Kong Oxygen .Acetylene Company, Limited,
Greenland House,` Ma Tau Wei. Kovloon.
Lee Kung Man Knitting Factory (ffl) Limited,
200 Nam Ch'eong Street, Kowloon.
Man On Metal .Works,
291i.Tung Choi Street, Kowloon..
Ng Chula Kee Electroplating Works,
294 Tung Chow Street, Kowloon
Perfekta Enterprises Limited,
25 Chong Yip .Street, Kwun Tong, Kowloon.
Sonca Industries Limited,
34 Tai Yau Street, San Po Kong, Kowloon.
Sun Chong Sing Auto Body Works,
Lot SD3 Sau Mau Ding, Kwun Tong.
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APPENDIX B
ORGANIZATIONS AND ASSOCIATIONS VISITED
American International Underwriters, Ltd.,
18, Queen's Road, Central, Hong Kong.
The Hong Kong Chinese Textile Mills Association,
38 -40 Tai Po Road, Kowloon.
Hong Kong Christian Industrial Committee,
Metropole Building, 4th floor, Peking Road, Kowloon.
The Hong Kong Productivity Centre,
Gloucester Building, Des Voeux Road, Central, Hong Kong.
Industrial Safety Training Centre, Labour Department,
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1香 港 工 業 安 全 研 究
關 寧 華
香 港 工 業 安 全 推 行 的 成 果 ， 有 賴 於 香 港 政 府 ， 廠 商 、
及 有 關 工 業 組 織 和 工 會 例 如 生 產 力 中 心 ， 廠 商 會 、 及 行 業
工 會 等 之 態 度 ， 政 策 ， 及 執 行 方 法 。
政 府 制 訂 工 業 安 全 法 例 ， 使 僱 主 及 僱 員 有 所 遵 循 。 一
套 完 整 及 明 確 的 安 全 法 例 ， 加 上 有 效 的 執 行 ， 當 大 有 助 工
業 安 全 的 促 進 ， 政 府 有 責 任 來 訓 練 及 維 持 一 批 良 好 的 工 業
安 全 督 察 ， 更 有 責 任 去 提 高 市 民 對 工 業 安 全 的 認 識 及 警 覺
性 ， 因 此 政 府 需 要 供 給 市 民 更 多 的 工 業 安 全 教 育 ， 安 全 工
具 ， 以 及 操 作 的 研 究 、 改 良 、 宣 傳 、 及 展 覽 。 政 府 更 應 協
2助 及 鼓 勵 各 工 業 及 團 体 來 組 織 工 業 安 全 會 。
雖 然 政 府 的 努 力 對 於 工 業 安 全 的 推 行 是 不 可 或 缺 的 要
素 ， 但 若 然 缺 乏 廠 商 方 面 的 熱 心 合 作 ， 仍 難 收 到 良 好 的 效
果 ， 因 為 勞 工 安 全 法 例 只 是 勞 工 安 全 的 最 低 限 度 準 則 。 換
句 話 說 ， 當 政 府 發 覺 安 全 教 育 和 宣 傳 都 不 能 使 廠 方 或 勞 工
遵 守 安 全 紀 律 時 ， 才 採 用 最 後 的 方 法 ， 即 以 法 律 加 以 控 訴
， 但 這 只 是 一 種 消 極 的 做 法 。 香 港 勞 工 以 往 對 勞 工 安 全 一
向 居 於 被 概 是 迫 於 環 境 ， 恐 怕 提 出 了 安 全 要 求 ， 會 引 起 廠
障 ， 這 大 概 是 迫 於 環 境 ， 恐 怕 提 出 了 安 全 要 求 ， 會 引 起 產
方 不 滿 ， 因 而 被 辭 退 。 所 以 只 是 極 力 容 忍 ， 到 了 不 能 容 忍
3的 時 候 ， 亦 只 是 靜 悄 悄 地 辭 職 ， 不 會 對 廠 方 陳 述 苦 衷 ， 因
而 工 業 安 全 亦 未 能 改 進 。 故 廠 方 對 工 業 安 全 所 持 的 態 度 及
所 訂 的 政 策 ， 實 具 有 最 大 的 影 響 力 。 若 缺 乏 廠 方 的 帶 領 及
提 倡 ， 工 業 安 全 必 定 難 以 廣 泛 推 行 ， 從 人 道 立 場 來 說 ， 廠
方 應 負 起 道 德 上 的 責 任 ， 來 照 顧 員 工 的 安 全 。
生 產 力 中 心 、 工 業 聯 會 、 安 全 器 材 公 司 ， 新 聞 界 ， 保
險 公 司 、 行 業 公 會 、 勞 工 聯 會 、 福 利 機 構 、 及 職 業 訓 練 學
技 等 機 構 ， 都 應 該 在 工 業 安 全 推 行 上 ， 扮 演 重 要 的 角 色 。
例 如 香 港 工 業 聯 會 可 以 在 每 一 行 業 裡 成 立 工 作 安 全 委 員 會
， 召 集 對 本 行 業 有 認 識 的 人 士 來 推 行 安 全 工 作 。 保 險 公 司
4應 負 責 定 期 視 察 受 保 的 工 廠 ， 查 看 它 們 是 否 遵 照 保 險 合 約
內 有 關 安 全 操 作 及 設 施 的 規 定 。 保 險 公 司 亦 可 提 倡 獎 勵 方
法 — 例 為 減 低 沒 有 意 外 發 生 的 工 廠 保 險 費 。
基 於 上 述 理 由 ， 作 者 本 文 的 目 的 就 在 研 究 政 府 ， 廠 方
及 其 它 有 關 機 構 ， 在 香 港 工 業 安 全 活 動 中 所 担 當 的 角 色 ，
及 實 際 的 表 現 ， 作 者 更 希 望 能 夠 搜 集 到 它 們 的 意 見 、 期 望
、 困 難 、 及 解 決 方 法 。 例 如 廠 方 希 望 政 府 工 業 安 全 方 面
給 與 所 需 的 某 些 幫 助 ， 或 政 府 在 推 動 某 種 工 業 安 全 計 劃 時
未 荻 有 關 方 面 的 合 作 等 。
作 者 所 採 用 的 研 究 方 法 ， 包 括 在 圖 書 館 搜 集 資 料 ， 詳
5細 訪 問 各 有 關 方 面 的 人 士 ， 及 在 工 廠 內 實 地 觀 察 。 又 聯 絡
其 它 亞 洲 國 家 的 勞 工 署 及 生 產 力 中 心 ， 搜 集 有 關 資 料 ， 作
為 比 較 。
總 括 來 說 ， 經 過 上 述 的 資 料 搜 集 和 研 究 ， 作 者 發 現 一
般 大 公 司 都 有 一 個 完 整 的 工 業 安 全 部 門 、 或 委 派 專 門 人 員
來 管 理 工 業 安 全 ； 而 一 般 小 型 及 中 型 機 構 ， 在 這 方 面 都 大
不 注 重 。
政 府 在 工 業 安 全 方 面 所 負 的 責 任 及 推 廣 努 力 ， 可 算 有
相 當 成 就 。 目 前 香 港 政 府 勞 工 處 已 設 立 一 個 具 有 相 當 規 模
的 工 業 安 全 中 心 ， 來 推 行 工 業 安 全 。 此 中 心 聘 用 多 名 專 家
6來 指 導 各 廠 商 有 關 此 方 面 的 常 識 及 設 施 ， 又 開 設 定 期 講 習
班 ， 灌 輸 領 導 階 層 人 員 以 工 業 安 全 常 識 。 工 業 安 全 中 心 更
不 時 舉 辦 工 業 安 全 展 覽 及 在 中 小 學 推 行 工 業 安 全 繪 畫 、 寫
作 及 辯 論 比 賽 ， 藉 以 提 高 年 青 一 代 的 工 業 安 全 意 識 。
在 勞 工 法 例 方 面 ， 香 港 是 跟 據 英 國 的 法 例 加 以 修 改 ，
以 適 應 本 港 環 境 的 需 要 ， 更 設 立 一 個 勞 工 法 例 委 員 會 ， 不
斷 地 加 以 改 良 。 勞 工 處 為 使 廠 商 容 易 了 解 香 港 勞 工 法 例 起
見 ， 發 行 很 多 專 題 小 冊 ， 闡 釋 勞 工 法 例 ， 免 費 送 給 民 眾 ，
又 設 有 專 人 解 釋 勞 工 法 例 有 關 的 問 題 ， 盡 量 使 大 眾 明 瞭 此
方 面 的 知 識 。
7在 法 例 執 行 方 面 ， 政 府 雖 然 時 派 督 察 視 察 廠 商 的 工 業
安 全 措 施 ， 但 作 者 認 為 目 前 人 力 尚 嫌 不 足 ， 仍 有 改 進 的 必
要 。
西 方 國 家 的 保 險 公 司 ， 經 常 派 員 視 察 受 保 廠 商 的 安 全
設 施 ， 看 它 們 是 否 合 乎 工 業 安 全 法 例 。 但 在 香 港 的 保 險 公
司 ， 大 多 不 能 負 起 這 咱 視 察 的 責 任 。
香 港 工 業 安 全 的 水 準 和 西 方 各 工 業 國 家 比 較 ， 由 於 後
者 在 工 業 發 展 上 比 香 港 先 進 得 多 ， 故 無 論 在 工 業 安 全 法 例
的 編 制 及 執 行 、 工 業 安 全 組 織 的 規 模 及 結 構 、 以 及 安 全 意
識 的 推 行 方 面 ， 都 比 香 港 完 善 ； 同 時 ， 西 方 國 家 的 廠 商 及
8一 般 市 民 對 工 業 安 全 的 意 識 亦 相 當 強 烈 ， 這 是 本 港 政 府 及
有 關 機 構 所 應 借 鏡 的 。 雖 然 改 善 本 港 工 業 安 全 不 是 朝 夕 所
能 完 成 ， 但 作 者 認 為 政 府 應 以 西 方 國 家 工 業 安 全 的 各 項 措
施 作 者 藍 本 ， 以 逐 步 改 善 香 港 的 工 業 安 全 。


